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Foreword

SLOWLY AT FIRST, but with gradually increasing tempo, States
and local communities have recognized the importance of examin-

ing the requirements that should be met as a condition for est abl,ishing
and developing 2-year colleges. Colleges and universities have until
recently often been located and developed in a rather haphazard man-
ner. Some ofthe reasons given for.the locations chosen have not
appeared to be very closely related tcz sound educational premises. In
the early days, rural areas were frequently chosen "to get awfty from
the grodims cities;" the desire' to please constituents or donors has at
times been considered more important than serving the
number of students, and local enthusiasm has too often served as a
substitute for adequate financial support.

This study was undertaken by the Office of Education for three
reasons. These were to collate and report information on criteria for
establishing and developing 2-year colleges presently found in State
laws and regulations; to secure and reptort the opinions of people who
have had experience in the 2-year college field on criteria that should
be used; and to provide some guidelines which might be used by
those interested in organizing a State system of public 2-yea7' colleges
or in establishing individual institutions.

The Higher Education Division of the Office of Education is
pleased, therefore, to present this report of4t, comprehensive study
on criteria for the establishment of 2-year colleges. It is a.study
that has been frequently requested in the past S years, and should
make a significant contribution to the literature in the field of 2-year
col leges.

HOMER D. BARBIDOEI Jr.
AssiRtant Commimioner

for Higher Education

14.RxzsT V. HotLts, Director
College and University

Adminieration Branch
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

DURING THE PAST 60 years, 2-year colleges have increased
rapidly in numbers and in enrollment of students. Over 650

institutions of the 2-year type have been established in this short
period, and the number of students served each year by the public
and private 2-year colleges has grown to the impressive total of over.
three-quarters of a million.

.Considering the rate of development of the 2-year college move-
ment, it is little wonder that procedures for the establishment of these
colleges have not been examined exhaustively. If an institution suc-
ceeded, it was assumed that the conditions must have been adequate.
If it failed, it was assumed that the conditions were inadequate or
that adequate conditions had subsequently become inadequate.

An even greater acceleration in the further expulsion of 2-year
colleges is indicged by the growing demands of the American people
kir higher educational opportunities. There is urgent need, there-
fore, for answers to the questions, "When, where, and under what
conditions should 'a 2-year college be established I" These are the
questions that are being asked continually by committees of local
citizens, boards of edueation, school superintendents, study commis-
sions, and legislatures from many States. Answers to these questions
were sought in the study reported in this bulletin.

Methods of Establishing the First 2-Vear Colleges,

In the first quarter of the 20th century, four different methods were
used in establishing 2-year colleges. These were identified by the
terms amputation, stretching, decapitation, and independent creation'

1 Waiter Crosby Molls. nut Jana. COWL Cambridge, Mar.: Rougbtou MUIR* Co.,iNi. p.44.
1
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'Mt) independent creation, method is used almost exclusively today;
however, the effect of the other three methods is still evident. No-
where is this effect seen more than in the repetition of an academic
question, "Is the 2-year college an extension of the high school or the
retraction of the 4-year college!"

The amputation method was toed by a college or university which
decided that its service could be improved by cutting off the first 2
years and establishing with this amputated part a separate institution
or division. This lower division became known as the junior college,
or the general college. The first example of this method may be
found in the history of the University of Chicago when, in 1892,
President William Rainey Harper established the first 2 years as a
junior college.

the stretching method was used by a number of preparatory ,sec-
ondary schools and academies. In a time when transportation was
somewhat difficult and few rural students had an opportunity to com-
mute to college, soma academies, especially along the eastern seabo4rd,
expanded their pro : ms to include the first 2 years of college work.
Both public and private academies used this method extensively
around the beginning of the 20th century. It is in evidence again as
many private secondary schools see the needs and opportunities for
service at the poet -high school level.

The decapitation method was observed extensively during the first
20 years of this century. It was occasioned by small colleges realizing
that they were not adequately equipped, staffed, or financed to satis-
factorily' offer a strong 4-year program. The institution, therefore,
eliminated the upper division offerings and became a 2-year college.
A former president of Yale described this action as the "retraction
and condensation of a 4-year emaciated course to a robust and well
nourished program. "' The rise in strength of the regional accredit-
ing associations of colleges and secondary schools stimulated this
method of organizing 2-year colleges.

The independent creation method did not gain much favor until
around the 1920's. Through the years, increased experience in using
this method, greater public knowledge and acceptance of 2-year col-
leges, and changing conditions in the socioeconomic setting of higher
education have increased the odds for success of the method. In the
early stages, -however, the development was more by chance than by
plan, and little attention was p4id to desirable.or necessary criteria by
which to judge in advance the likelihood of success of a 2-year'college.

I J. R. Angell. Problems Peculiar to the Junior College. School ROVii10, 25 : 6, June
1917, p. 387.
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Scope, Status, and Nature of 2-Year Colleges

At the present time, 44 States have private 2-year colleges; 89
'States have public 2-year colleges; and only one State, Nevada,' has
neither. In the United States and its outlying part. there are 677
2-year colleges; 398 public, and 279 private. The total cumulative
enrollment of all 2-year colleges in 1958-59 was 905,062.3 Of this
number, 806,849, or approximately eight-ninths, were in public 2-yeF
colleges and 98,213, or one-ninth, in private 2-year institutions.

The rate of development of 2-year colleges and the type of institu-
tion varies greatly amoni the States. Of the 398 public 2-year col-
leges, California has 65; Texas, :15 Wisconsin, 31; New York, 20;
Illinois and Mississippi, 17; Florida and Michigan, 16; Pennsylvania,
15; Kansas and Indiana, 14; Maryland and Oklahoma, 13; Georgia
and Washington, 10. Most of the 279 private 2-year colleges are
found in the eastern and southern States. New York has 23; North
Carolina and Pennsylvania, 18; Massachusetts, 17; Illinois, Missouri,
and Virginia, 12; Texas, 11; Missiwsippi and Kentucky, 10. The
American Association of Junior Colleges' Directory includes 2-year
techntcal institutes and 2-year extension centers of 4-year colleges
and universities. Technical institutes are found mainly in New York
and Michigan, and extension centers are found mainly in Indiana,
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Alabama,
Ohio, Arkansas, and the District of Columbia.

Another list of 2-year colleges may be found in the Education
Directory, Part 3, Higher Education for 1960 published by the Office
of Education.* Here, 585 institutions are classified in category I,
which is defined us-

2 but kis than 4 years of work beyond the 12th grade includes Junior col-
leges, technical institutes, and normal schools offering at least a 2-year
program of college-level studies;

The difference between this figure of 585 and the figure of 677 found
in the Junior College Directory is easily explained. The Junior
College Directory figure includes a complete listing of all 2-year
colleges, whereas the Education Directory, Part 3, Higher Education
uses the following criteria for its listing

* Junior College Directory, MO. American Association a Junior Colleges. Wash-
ington, D.C. p. 30.

"Total cumulative enrollment : enrollment of both semesters and the 1958 summer
session. Includes any peon wbo enrolled during. the college year with no persica
counted more than once." p. 3.

/dominos rectory, Pert 8, Higher Belscatios, 19510-1#10. U.S. Department of
Health, Sdneation, and Welfare. Mice of Mutation. Washington : U.S. Government
Printing Ogiet. p. 1.
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1. ItAtitutions accredited or approved by a nationally recognized accrediting
agency, a State department of education, a State university, or operating
under public control, are eligible for inclusion.

2. Institutions not meeting requirements of criterion 1 are eligible for inclu-
sion if their credits are .accepted as if coming from an accredited institu-
don byc not fewer than three fully accredited institutions.

Some indication of the growth in enrollments of 2-year colleges is
found in the fall enrollment reports of the Office of Education. The
total degree-credit student enrollment in. the 62-year colleges in 1959
was 411,495, compared with 3,402,297 for all colleges, including the
2-year college& A significant point reported is that from 1948 to
1959 the enrollment of 2-year college degree-credit students increased
6.5 percent as compared to 4.1 percent for all other colleges. This
growth is accounted for by the public -year colleges which grew 7.6
percent ; the private 2-year colleges actually lost enrdllments by 0.5
percent.

A more complete picture of 2-year college enrollment requires con-
sideration of students who are carrying on other than degree-credit
programs, that is, programs not creditable toward bachelor's degrees.
Data on these terminal students are found in the Office of Education
publication, Organised Occupational Curriculum" This series of
publications reviews the yearly statistics of enrollments and gradu-
ates in curriculums defined under five specific criteria. Briefly, these
criteria are:

1. High school graduation is required for admission to the curriculum.
2. A series of courses is included to prepare the individual for a even

occupation or cluster of occupation&
3. The objective is to prepare the student for immediate Employment.
4. The curriculum requires at least one but less than four full years of full-

time attendance to complete.
5. The courses in the curriculum lead to a formal award, such as the asso-

ciate degree or similar certificate.

The scope and significance of these programs in organized occupa-tional curriculums in 2-year colleges are evident from the tabulation
below

Edith M. Huddlenton. Opening (Fall) Enrollment in Higher Education, 1159:Analytic Report. U.H. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. (Office of Edu-cation Circular 621.) Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960. p. 14.The degree-credit enrollments include no terminal and adult education programs.Henry H. Armsby, Walter Crosby Neils, and S. V. Martorana. Organised OccupationalCurriculums, Enrollments sod Graduates, 1151, and 19117. U.S. Departnient of Health.Macedon, and Welfare. (Mice of iducation Circular Nos. 512 and 558.) Washing-ton : V S. Government Printing Owe.
The 1958 figures were setured from the third of the series of publications on organisedoccupational curriculums now in preparation.
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Number of inetautions
Type of 4eletitution 1956 195T 1958

4-year colleges 848 410
2-year collees 812 887

872
895 -

Total......... ........ 660 .797 707

Thus, for the first, time in the annual studies, the number of 2-year
colleges exceeded those of 4-year duration. A further significant fact
in the study is that the 2-year institutions in 1958 were carrying a
greater share of the load than the 4-year institutions, approximately
three-fifths of the total enrollment, of 206,374 being in the 2-year
institutions. .

Approiimtely one-eighth of all degree-credit students in higher
education are enrolled in 2-year colleges, as are nearly one-fourth of
the lower division students. In some States, such as California and
Florida, projections of college enrollments are based on the expecta-
tion that in the next few years the number. of studenti enrolled in
2-year colleges will reach, or exeeed, 75 percent of all lower division
students in the State.

The scope and the significance of 2-year colleges can only be realized
by understanding the role of these institutions. This role was clearly
stated in the Report President:

Community colleges are not designed, however, merely to relieve enroll-
ment presentee on senior Institutions. They have a role and an integrity
of their own. They ere designed to help extend and equalise opportunities
to those who are competent and who otherwise would not attend college,
and to present a diversity of general and specialised programs to meet the
needs of diversified talents and career goals.'

Review of the Literature on Criteria

As a part of this study, a review was made of the major significant
writings dealing with criteria for establishing 2-year colleges in order
to identify and examine criteria items for possible inclusion in the
study.

A study made in 1929 summarized the results of a questionnaire
inquiry completed by 266 high school administrators in'ithe North
Central area and presented criteria which could serve as a bads for
determining the feasibility of organizing this educational unit (the
2-year college) . These criteria are given below

In seed Report to the Preadreost ( Dwight D. Itimenhowerk The Preeldenre.Comm)ttee
on liducation Beyond the High Sebool. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Mos.
July 1957. p. 45.
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1. Minimum enrollment of 150 students for a public junior college.
2. !high school enrollment of at least 900 to provide the minimum junior

college enrollment
8. City population of at least 17,000 for a city considering establishing a

junior college.
4. Per student cost of approximately $400.
5. A level of approximately 50 percent of cost, or at least $30,000, borne by

district.
6. A 2-mi11 levy on a taxable property valuation of $15,000,000.
7. If local district is to provide the total cost of operation, an assessed

valuation of at least $30,000,000.'

In 1981 Walter C. Ee lls discussed the strengthening effect the 1929
California lair/ regarding junior college districts had on the estab-
lishment of junior colleges in that State. This law required that no
junior college district could be organized without an assessed valu-
ation of $25 million and an average daily attendance in high schools
of 1,000; nor could the junior college continue unless its minimum
enrollment exceeded 200 after the second year.

He also discussed the "unfortunate example" of one of the States
where local enthusiasm overcame sound judgment when minimum
standards were not established by law. In this State there were
a number of junior colleges with enrollments of less' than 100 being

exclusively by tuition.'
An enrollment of 200 and annual budget of $30,000 to $40,000 was

considered satisfactory in a study reported in 1938.10 A rebuttal to
this enrollment estimate was written a few years later describing a
junior college with an enrollment of leeian 100 students which the
author felt adequately met the needs of the community it served."

In 1986 John S. Allen prepared a doctoral thesis on "Criteria for
the Establishment of Public Junior Colleges" in which he listed tour
main criteria to be considered with subtopics indicating how these
criteria could be met. These can be summarized as follows

1'

1. Community ability to support a public junior college as indicated by
sufficient taxable wealth to raise 50 percent of total costa ( estimated at
$850 per student).

2. Community need for a public junior college, indicated by
a. No other institution of collegiate grade that can be made to serve

needs of community.

. T. C. Holy. Crfteria for the Istabliaboent of Public Junior Colleges. The HighSchool Teacher. 4, April 11129, p. 116-40, 133-4.
Bens, op. cit. p.1112.

a. August Dvorak and N. L. Merrick. How Large Should a Junior College be? Joinder00i141.0 Journal, i : 4, January 111112, p. 11M-41.
11 Lloyd A. Garriaoa. Row Basil can a hosier College Bet Assior Cialege Journal,: p, Deeesber iNS, p, 111141.
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b. 250 high school graduates per year.
c. 40 percent of recent high school graduates now attending college.
d. Survey of intentions of high school juniors and seniors with respect

to education beyond the high school.
e. 1,100 enrolled in 4-year high schools of the community.
f. Survey of parents' intentions for furthering their children's

-education.
g. 1,000 in average daily attendance in high schools in community.
h. 19,000 population.

(Note: Approximate figures ; most weight given to those at top of the list.)
8. Community interest in a public junior college, as indicated by the results

of a nonpolitical school election on a junior college, with at least a
simple majority of votes cast being in favor.

4. Approval by State authority, acting on the basis of a survey by the
State Department of Education.

The author included a section dealing with junior colleges that
failed. He showed that there was a high correlation between failure
of the institution and failure to meet the criteria established, espe-
cially in enrollment and support."

In 1949 Hugh Price presented an analysis of 12 State and national
surveys pertaining to the need for public junior colleges." He in-
cluded recommendations stated in terms of control and type of organi-
zation, plan of organization, curriculum offerings, minimum enroll-
ment, cost of operation per student enrolled, tuition charges, plans for
State aid, reimbursement for nonresident students, provisions for
boarding and transportation, and relationship to existing colleges.

A similar analysis was made by the Office of Education in 1957.
This disclosed that the same issues as found in the 1949 project were
still paramount, but that more statewide studies were giving a place to
consideration of 2-year colleges."

Jesse P. Bogue's book, The C ommunity College, lifts general
principles to govern establishment of 2-year colleges drawn up at the
1947 convention of the American Association of Junior Colleges.
Among those included were the following : A minimum secondary
schoo) enrollment of 1,000 an assurance of an enrollment of at least
200 students to establish economical- and effective operations; a tax-
able assessed valuation sufficient to provide the needed capital outlay
and an adequate assessed valuation per average daily attendance to
carry a minimum program a financial support level from local,

is John Stuart Allen. "Criteria for the Establishment of Pulgie Junior Childs."
Doctoral thesis prepared at New York University : 193e.

is Hugh G. Price. Planning for Public Junior College Development Through State and
National Surveys. Jun4or Calera Journal, 20 : 1, September 1949. p. 18-22.

3' S. V. Martorana. Consideration of 2-Year Goth ,s in Recent Statewide Studies of
Higher Education : Part L Highor /digestion, 14 : 2, October 1957 ; and Consideration
of leYear Colleges in Recent Statewide Studies of Higfeer Education: Part IL Blew
lIduostion, 14 : I, November 195/.

I
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State, or both, sources sufficient to yield a minimum of $200 perstudent per year; and a petition from voting citizens requesting
establishment of a 2-year college. Bogue also advocated that public2-year colleges should be tuition free. However, he cautioned againstundue literal application of sorrie of these principles, saying: "Thereare inherent dangers in attempts to identify quantitive elements too
specifically."

In an article in School Review, September 1949, Leonard V. Kooe
examined the "Essentials of State-wide Community-College Plan-ning." The author made 10 generalizations from his experience andespecially from his work with legislative councils in Illinois, Mary-land, and Pennsylvania. These dealt with the necessity of havinga statewide inquiry previous to community-collegei development and
recommended a minimum of 200 full-time students in a tuition-five
institution. It further recommended a curriculum including a coreof general education and two-way specialization, one emphasizing
vocational training and the other college parallel work. The methodand amount of State support, the necessity for research, the impor-(ince of local control, and the recommendation that the junior collegedistrict be coterminous with the elementary and high school districtswere considered as other essentials in a statewide plan. The articleconcluded with the statement that "democratization is practicallyimpossible without applying the principle of localism." 11

A study in 1953 provided a new approach to enrollment as a criterionin suggesting an optimum as well as a satisfactory figure. One olthe conclusions was that an enrollment of 1,500 equivalent full-timestudents was optimum and 1,000 equivalent full-time students wasessential for a minimum satisfactory independent community college.For an associated community college (one operating in combinationwith a high school) an enrollment of 1,000 was considered optimumand one of 700 minimum. The population in the *district was anotherfactor given much weight in this study. The author concluded that40,000 was needed for a satisfactory associated institution and that80,000 was adequate for a minimum. He recognized, however, thatthe college-going patterns in an area and the level of participation inadult education programs would modify these fixed figures."
The Fifty-fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Studyof Education, The Publie Junior College, contained a chapter on the

IS Jesse P. Bogue. The Community College. New York : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.1950, pp. 97-48.
u Leonard V. Koos. Essentials in State-wide Community-College Planning. ME HeReview, 57 : 7, September 1949, p. 341.
IT August William "Merle. "Rise of listidactory Community Colleges." The tbesis kreported In gemspiarioo .1 Doctoral Diseertations, University of Wiseonsin, vol. 14, 1911)--p.

SIP



INTRODUCTION

conditions under, which public junior colleges may be established.
The conditions for establishing a college of this type fell into two
general headings: Minimum requirements for the establishment of
public 2-year colleges, and legal procedures for establishing phblic
2-year colleges. The minimum requirements should include com-
munity interest, potential student enrollment., and adequate financial
resources. Legislation should provide for ascertaining by public
agency whether the minimum requirements have been met, describing
the form of the petition to be used in calling for an election, naming
the agencies whose approval is necessary before holding the election,
and describing the election procedure.3

Another .section of the yearbook reported practices and recom-
mendations for establishing new junior colleges. The recommenda-
tions were to assay community needs and probable, student response,
consider provisions of appropriate State laws aid availability of
expert help, identify promising prime movers alid probability of
general citizens' support, determihe probable availability of facilities
and funds, and select the best qualified administrators and instruc-
tional staff."

A study of 17 junior colleges in 1957 contained a list of the criteria
for establishing a junior college. The author stat*1 : "One of the
most, important bases upon which the establishment of a junior college
should rest is that of local interest and approval. The success or
failure of the proposed institution may well be determined by the
attitude of the qualified electorate which will be called upon to support
the institution with its taxes for current expenses and for building
the facilities needed." He further concluded from this study that
"It would appear that proximity to other colleges affects the -enroll-
.ment of a good junior college but little." The recommendations
included a minimum full-t' w student. equivalent of approximately
400, provision of finances an average cost per student. for
operation and maintenance of $435, an average assessed valuation per
student of $129,328, and a State apportionment of approximately
$200 per full-time student equivalent."

An examination of this literature accomplished two useful purposes.
'First, it identified items later used as suggested criteria in the inter-
view form for this study. These dwell on three broad issues; namely,
enrollment potential of the 2-year college, gross population of the area

Jesse P. Bogue and Nornian Burns. Legal and Extralegal Influences for ImprovingColleges. rho Public Junior College, Chapter XII. Fifty-fifth Yearbook of the NationalSociety for the Study of Education. Chicago : University of Chicago Press. 1956. p. 235.*Elbert Fretwell, Jr. Establishing a Junior College. The Public Junior "ollege.MOW XIV. p.
so lack Rodgers. Establishing a Junior College. Phi -Delta Kew*, $8 : 1, February1917, p. 187-1N.

640460 0-4&---.2

to



10 ESTABLISHMENT OF 2-TIAR COLLE0119

to be served, and the financial means by which the institution will be
operated. Second, it revealed that a comprehensive approach to
identifying and discussing criteria for establishing 2-year colleges
was not currently available.

Methods and Procedures Used in This Study

In order to assure a comprehensive coverage of the subject, four
questions wereused. (1) What do State laws have to say about these
riteria I (2) What is contained in regulations issued by State agencies?

(3) What/ is recommended in State studies for 2-year colleges and
higher education? and (4) What opinions are held by people who
have been working in the 2year college field for several years? The
answers to these questions form the basis of' this study.

As it was believed that the gathering of opinions would take the
longest time, this part of the study was begun first. Arrangements
were made to visit with 2-year college deans and presidents, with State
supervisors and directors, and with college professors who had experi-
ence with 2-year college work. Brief visits,were made to California,
Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Mis-
sobri, North Carolina, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, acid Texas. Further contacts were arranged at six
State anq regional conferences, as well as at the National Convention
of the American Association of Junior Colleges at Long Beach,
Calif., in 1959.

An interview form, found in Appendix B, was developed so that
the questions asked would be uniform and the answers received could
be tabulated easily. The suggested criteria items were taken from
those appearing most frequently in State laws and in earlier studies.
Care was taken that the individuals interviewed would represent pro-
portionate numbers of public and private colleges. It was soon
realized that by visit and personal interview only, too long a time
period would be required to contact an appreciable number of 2-year
college people. Accordingly, the interview form was sent out to
about one-fifth of the public and private 2-year colleges in the Nation,
and 141 usable replies were received. In the selection of colleggs
whose representatives were to be included in the survey, three goals
were kept in mind. One was to approximate the 4 :3 ratio of public
and private 2-year colleges established in the United States. Another
was to have a proportionate number of 2-year colleges from each of the
major regions. The third was to strive for a representation of 2-year
colleges with all sizes of enrollments, from under 200 to over ).0,000.
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As the information was gathered either from interviews or cor-
respondene, each response was rewritten in text form and sent to
the respondent for his approval or cormtion. Chapter III reviews
the findings from this phase of the inquiry.

In order to have a background of present practice 'to* use for com-
parison with opinions and recommendations, a review was also made
of State laws and State regulations. These laws and regulations were
arranged in chart form and sent to each State. In some States,
where several approval agencies were involved, copies were sent to
.each. A review of the findings of statutory and regulatory criteria
will be found in chapter II.

Whi tt he opinions of 2-year 'college administrators and State su-
perviso and directors were being received, checked, and collated, an
examination was also made of statewide studies of higher education
published since 1948. Ninety-five studies were reviewed, 428 of which
vontained a reference to recommend criteria for the establisbment of
-year colleges. The report of this examination will be found in
chapter III.

Can Success Be Assured for a Proposed .College?

The primary purpose of this study, then, is to provide a guide to
understanding the conditions necessary to assure success in a new
2-year college. In solving problems in mathematics, there usually
are "necessary and sufficient conditions." When these prevail, the
solution is afflured, provided that specific sequential steps are followed.
This degree of positiveness certainly cannot be aspred.for any listed
criteria for establishing a 2-year college, although the new institutions
should have a good chance for success if these minimum criteria are
used and careful planning is done. Guidelines for legislative action
and suggestions for minimum criteria for various types of 2-year
colleges are presented in chapter IV.

r.
I



CHAPTER 11

Statutory and Regulatory Criteria in Use
in 1959

THE ESTIMISHMENT of either a public or a private 2-year
-11" college generally requires some official authorization. For public

volleges this can be a general enabling act authorizing local school
districts, muhicipalities, or other jurisdictions to establish such an
institution umier the regulations of a State ag:ency. A special act
of a State legisltiture creating specifically designated institutions can
also be the starting point of a public 42-year college. Private 2-year
colleges begin as a result of special authorizing statutes, the granting
of a charter by the State legislature, or by the incorporation of the
board of trustees of /I proposed institution under the laws of a State.
Usually, 2-year branches or extension centers of 4-year colleges are
established under the authority already held by the parent institution.

Requirements found in State laws and regulations governing estab-
lishment of 2-year colleges are summarized in this chapter. Statutory
ptovisions which serve as criteria and regulatory criteria are described
with a minimum of egmment and interpretation in. the first two
sections. The concluding section is an analysis and summary of these
laws and regulations. A complete summary of statutory and regula-

r tory criteria in effect in 1959 for the establishment of 2-year colleges
in each of the 50 States is presented as appendix A of this bulletin.
Appendix A is organized to show statutory and regulatory criteria
by Statea, and the analysis of the information and discussion of its
significance in this chapter is in terms of the relationships found
among the various criteria. Thus, readers of the report will be able
to utilize both or either of the two approaches.

The information presented in this chapter was obtained from a
variety of sources. One of the most important was the series of publi-
cations of the American Association of Junior Colleges, which have
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appeared biennially in the Junior College ow-nal.3 and quadriennially
in American Junior Colleges.' The three annual surveys of State
legislation relating to higher education completed by the Office of
Education were also consulted' Another publication, The State and
Education, was used as a basic source.' The State laws were also
surveyed for content pertinent to criteria. Regulatory criteria were
extracted from various pamphlets available in the Office of Education
and provided by St'nte departments of education, State boards of
higher education, or individual inst it ut ions.

After refining the applicable data, compilations of criteria thus
obtained were mailed to selected individuals and agencies in each of
the States for verificat ion. A check Wilt; thus obtained from every one
of they :V States. The changes and corrections received from the
individuals and apincies nsked to cooperate were adapted in preparing
the final report.

Statutory Criteria

The majority of States have now recognized public 2-year colleges
by general legislative authorizations. There were 32 States in 1959'
which had general statutory criteria in operation for the establishment
of 2year colleges. These included : Alaska, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachufets, Michigan, Min-
nesota, MissittRippi, Missouri, Montane, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Ore-
gon, South ('arolina, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming. Although
Maryland is included in this list, it does not have a general enabling
law for public 2-year colleges. Here, such institutions are founded by
county school boards under their authority to provide "public school"
programs. New Jersey has a similar legal basis for public junior col-
leges. This interpretation, in effect, places Maryland and New Jersey
among the States with genera) enabling legislation for 2-year colleges
The remaining 18 States make no general legiidative provisions for

' ft. V. Martorana. Recent State Legislation Affecting Junior Colleges. Junior Collor*Joitrisol, 20 : 5, January 1950, p. 241-252; 24 : 8, April 1954, p. 45W-471 ; 26 : 6, February1956, p. 328--341 ; and 28 : 6, February 1958, p. !MT-321.Ia. V. Martoisna. The Legal Status of AMerican Public Junior Colleges. AmericasJunior Colitgeo (5th ed.), Chapter V. Edmund J. Olesier, Jr. (editor). Wanhingtoss,D.C. American Council on Education, 1060, p. 33-47.
I Z. V. Hollis. William 0. Land, and S. V. Martorana. Survey of State Loriatetion Ro-tating to Higher Education, lily 1, 19SO, t isle* Si, 1.57; AI* 1, 2917, to Jews SO,IgS8 and Jody 1, 1958, to December 11, IPSO. U.S. Department of Health, Etkication,And Welfare, Office of Education, Division of Higher Education (Circular Nos. 511. 552.and 6181. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office.The State end Rdweation. Compiled by Fred F. Beach and Robert F. Will. U.S. De-partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Mee of Education (Misc. No. 23). Wash-ington : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1938.

4
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the establishment of 2year colleges. A number of States, however,
have by special legislative enactment created 2-year institutions either
as autonomous colleges or as branches of existing 4-year institutions.
Examples of these are Maine, Massachut3etts, Nevada, Utah, Virgins,
and West Virginia.

Most of the statutory criteria identified in this study appear in the
laws of the States having general enabling legislation. However,
those which were found in States requiring specific legislative action
in order to establish a 2-year college are also included in the discussion
which follows.

Action for Initiating 2 -Year Colleges

Considerable variation exists among the States in the action for
initiating 2-year colleges. Careful analysis reveals that for the most
part, there are three broad ways by which action for initiating 2-year
colleges is authorized. These are petitions, elections, and autonomous
action by local boards. Of the 32 States with general enabling leg-
islation, 8 provide for initiating action for 2-year colleges by petition,
8 by election, and 15 by autonomous government agencies.

States requiring 1O441 board initiating action include: Alaska,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia (proper political subdivision), 'Iowa,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Mexico, New York (agency representing the sponsoring district
or political subdivision), North Dakota, and Oklahoma. The States
requiring petitions as the means of initiating action include : Cali-
fornia, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon,
and Texas. Elections are required as initiating action in Kansas
(called by local school board), South Carolina, and Wyoming.

Illinois and Washington generally require local board initiating
action. In Illinois, a petition is needed to establish an area junior
college, in Washington a petition of 100 qualified voters may be sub-
stituted for the requirement that the local board of education initiate
action.

Massachusetts permits junior colleges to be established at the dis-
cretion of the Board of Regional Community Colleges Utah requires
the recommendation of the Coordinating Council of Higher Educa-
tion. Arizona and Maryland do not indicate the legal procedure for
initiating a 2-year college. .

Stets Agency Approval

Theta are 28 States which require State agency appnwal in estab-
lishing 2-year colleges. Of this total, 12 require approval by the State
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Board of Education. These are California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Mexico,
Oregon, and Utah. The remaining nine States and their approving
agency for 2-year colleges are shown below

Stole
Alaska
Georgia
Illinois
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mississippi
New York
North Carolina

Approv4x, agency,
Board of Regents of the University of Alaska.
University System of Georgia.
State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
State Department of Education.
State Superintendent of Schools.
Board of Regional Community Colleges.
Junior College Commission.
Trustees of the State University.
Board of Higher Education.

Montana and Washington have joint approval agencies. The State
Board of Education and the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion serve in Montana, whereas the joint approving agencies in Wash-
ington include the State Board of Education and the State Board for
Vocational Education.

Vote of the People

Voting by the people for the establishment of 2-year colleges is re-
quired in 19 States. Among Ahem, there are six which specify that
a majority of the votes cast is needed. These are Colorado, Idaho,

Kansas, New York, and Texas.
Among the other 18 States, a variety of terms is used to designate

the vote to authorize new institutions. In California the approving
vote must be "favorable to such establishment," .whereas in Connecti-
cut an approval on the referendum by a majority of the electors is
required. "At least 60 percent of the total votes cast for and against
it at a given election" determines the result in Iowa; in Michigan an
"affirmative vote of the majority of the electors present and voting"
is required. In Minnesota and North Dakota, two-thirds of the vote
of the electors is necessary. In Montana a "favorable vote of the
majority of all qualified voters" is required; and in Nebraska a "mini-
mum of 55 percent of the votes cast" is set to authorize establishment.

Variations in the requirement of a vote are often found when spe-
cial types of districts or taxing procedures are involved. Kentucky
and North CArojina require a vote to authorize a tax levy; Oregon
requires a popular vote for formation of area education districts. A
three-quarters vote in an independent or special school district and
a majority vote in a school district whose limits are coextensive with
the limits of any city of 6,000 or more will authorize establishment
in South Carolina.
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An unusual voting requirement is found in Wyoming where a "ma-
jority of property owners and majority of nonproperty owners both"
is required for establishment of a communty college district

Assessed Valuation

Assessed valuation of the district or area which is to support the
2-year college is considered as a criterion for establishment of these
institutions in 12 Stints. These States are Arizona, California, Colo-
rado, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Oregon, South
Carolina, Texas, and Wyoming.

All of these States, except California and Kansas,ihave established
requirements of assessed valuation expressed in dollar amounts.
These figures range from a minimum of $1 million in South Carolina
to a high of $75 million in Illinois (for area junior colleges) and also
in Oregon (true cash value of the taxable property in the district).

The other seven States which specify dollar amounts of assessed
valuation presented in ascending order are : Montana$3 million as-
sessed taxable valuation Qf the county or school district; Arizona
$5 million assessed valuation for the high school, union, or county
district ; Nebraskaan assessed valuation of not less than $5 million
as shown by the last preceding equalization assessment roll ($10 mil-
lion if not part of the secondary school system) ;Idaho --not less than
$10 million ; Texasminimum of $12 million for an independent jun-
ior college district (alternative of $20 million in a growing com-
munity) and $9,500,000 for a union junior college district with the
same alternative stated; ColoradoSW million; and Wyominga
minimum of $20 million for community college districts.

California has set forth the requirement that the assessed valuation
shall be an amount which, upon the levy of a district tax, when added
to the available State financial aid for junior college education, will
be deemed adequate for a junior college in the proposed area.

Kansas uses the criterion of assessed valuation as a basis for levying
taxes by permitting a board 'of education, of any city of the first or
second class to levy a tax not exceeding 2 mills on the dollar of the
assessed valuation of the city.

Survey Requiretnetas

The laws of seven States (California, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Min-
nesota, Montana, and New Mexico) consider conducting a survey as
a criterion for establishment of 2-year colleges. California and Mon- .

tans require that the surveys be conducted by the State Superintsuket
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of Public Instruction, while New Mexico has specified that the survey
be conducted by the municipal or county board of education.

School Populaiios

Six States (California, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Texas, and
Wyoming) consider the school population in the district as a criterion
for the establishment of 2-year colleges. These school population
figures vary considerably, both in number and application.

Of those States using this criterion, the lowest school population
figure appears in Texas, which requires an enrollment of 400 in the
upper four high school years for an independent junior college dis-
trict (only 390 in a growing community). An enrollment of 400 in
the upper four grades with a scholastic enrollment of 7,000 is required
in a union junior college district with an alternative' of 400 plus
5,000 scholastic enrollment in a growing community.

At the other extreme is California which specifies that the total
enrollment in grades 9-12 in unified districts must be 3,600 pupils.
Colorado also has a required secondary school enrollment of 8,500,
but, this figure applies to all public schools in the junior college
district. The figure used in Colorado is determined by the latest
school census. Wyoming requires not less than 700 pupils regularly
enrolled in grades 9--12 in community college districts; Idaho requires
a minimum aggregate high school enrollment of 800 for formation of
junior college districts. The requirement in Oregon is that there must
be at least 1,000 resident pupils in grades 9-12.

Total Popukstioss in the District

There are five States which consider the total population in the
district as a criterion for establishment. These are Illinois, Iowa,
Michigan, North Dakota, and South Carolina.

Among these five States, Iowa, North Dakota, and South Carolina
set the minimum population in the district at 5,000. Illinois permits
one junior college to be established in each county as part of the
public school system where less than 10,000 population live in the
school district. A minimum of 80,000 is required for area junior
college districts.

In. Michigan a minimum population of 10,000 is necessary for a
first, second, third, or graded school district in order for it to be
considered qualified to establish a 2-year college. In locations where
the population does not reach 10,000, an affirmativevote of the majority
of electors present and voting in each school district involved in the
election is required.
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High School Average Daily Attendasce

Only three States consider high school, average daily attendance in
their legal provisions for establishing 2-year colleges. Alaska .re-
quires an average daily membership during the previous school year
of at least 175 high school students; Anions specifies a high school
average daily attendance of 100 or more in high school districts and
200 or more in union or county districts; Georgia sets forth a high
school average daily attendance of 3,500 within a 30-mile radius of the
2-year college as a criterion.

Other Criteria
.4

In their laws for the establishment of 2-yer colleges, Montana,
Oregon, and South Caroliila cite requirements of "adequate or avail-
able building space," "well-chosen library," and "suitable laboratory
and shop space and equipment"

The laws of all three of these States specify requirements in all
three of these areas designated. Washington, by law, does not permit
a junior college to be established or continued in the same county in
which there already is a recognized public or private institution of
higher education.

Regulatory Criteria

Among the States having statutory criteria for 2-year colleges,
there is usually a State-level agency responsible for implementing
the law. This agency may be the State department of public instruc-
tion, the State board of higher edscatim, the regents of higher
education, or some similar body. The official practices, pronounce-
meats, directives, or other consistently observed requirmenta concern-
ing establishment of 2-year colleges comprise the regulations analysed
in this section.

In contrast to the large number of States (82) with general statu-
tory enactments bearing directly on procedures for establishing 2-year
colleges, only 19 States had regulatory criteria in 1969. They include,
however, most of the States in which the pub*, 2-year college move-
ment has shown greateet growth. The 19 titbit's ark California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Minois, grow, 14ublianai Mary-
land, kfassachusetts, Michigan, Wiftwoota, ifisissippi, New York
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, and Washington.
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The regulatory criteria mentioned most frequently in State regu-
lations is the potential collegiate enrollmeAt. Thirteen States (Cali-
fornia, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota
Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, and Wash-
ington) consider enrollment (present nd/or potential) as a necessary
criterion for establishing 2year colleges.

Among these States the enrollment figures range from a low in
Oklahoma of 25 regularly enrolled students for the 1-year program
(40 for the 2-year program) to a high in New York of a minimum of
500 full-time potential students in any given year living within a 2,5-
mile commuting distance. Both California and Colorado require an
enrollment "sufficient to justify establishment." However, California
suggests 400, whereas Colorado feels 800 would suffice. Florida
requires not less than 400 full-time students for Priorities One and
Two districts and not less than 200 for Priority Three. (See appendix
A.) In the regulation pertaining to local public 2-year milers in
Georgia, a minimum of 200 full-time equivalent daytime students is
required at the beginning of the first year, 800 at the beginning of the
second year, and 350 at the beginning of the third year. Illinois ads
forth a minimum enrollment of 2() in the first full year of operatifm,
whereas Maryland has not established a specific figure but suggests
that the enrollment be estimated using school enrollment and total
population figures as a basis. Minnesota requires a minimum first-year
enrollment of tr,,o and at least 150 stuckets in the fourth year. Misgis-
sippi regulations state that 900 regular full-time students for a
minimum program and at least 400 for a diversified program would
furnish evidence of a sufficient enrollment ,-a;b an effective junior
college prcgram. In North Carolina 300 is squlated as the immedi-
ate enrollment figure with a potential long-term projection of 000.
Texas requires evidence of a potential minimum enrollment of 200
eqmivalent full-time students by the beginning of the second year
of operation. Washington considers 100 to be a minimum enrollme,
figure. This is evidenced by the State Board's refusal in 1941 to
accept Everett as a junior college until it had 100 full-time students
and the temporary closing of Clerk College when it dropped under
100 in 1948.

Sionvey Roraima*

Eleven States (California, Colorado, Fla** Georgia, Illinois,
Kansas, Maryland, Minnseota, New York, Texas, and Washington)
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require that a survey be conducted prior to establishment of 2-year
colleges. As was noted in the discussion of legal requirements, eight
States require a local survey. Comparison of the two groups shows
Colorado, Florida, New York, Texas, and Washington requiring
surveys by regulations but not by law, and Iowa, Montana, and New
Mexico by law but not by regulation. Five ((`alifornia, Georgia, II li-
pois, Ahoy land, and Minnesota) have both legal and regulatory re-
quirements on this point.

Community Interest

The somewhat intangible factor of community interest is listed as
a criterion in 11 States (California, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, ary-
land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, New York,
and Texas). The way that this factor is ineasured and the wording
of the regulations varies greatly among the States. Three States,
California, Georgia, and Minnesota, for example, specify that a vote
is needed as an indication of community interest.

The other eight States are even more general in this requirement.
In Colorado the community's interest must be evidenced in the survey.
In Illinois no assistance of the State office for establishing 2-year
colleges will be given until "clear evidence" is shown of community
interest. Community interest in Maryland and Texas "must be deter-
mined," whereas in Massachusetts "continuance of community interest"
is necessary when established by local school boards. In Michigan a
"strong desire" on the part of the citizens of the proposed community
college district is necessary for at least a major part of the proposed
community college program. The people of the district, in Missis-
sippi, "should be willing to support the junior college by attendance,
by the levying of sufficient taxes, and by the maintenance of sound
professional administration." Finally, in New York local business
and industry "should be able to provide appropriate and continued
employment opportunities to graduates as evidence of community
interest unless the college is to offer liberal arts and science programs
only."

Curricula

Eleven States (California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois,
Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota, New York, Oklahoma, and Virginia)
include program or curriculum specifications in their list of regula-
tory criteria for establishing 2-year colleges. Among theseStette,
slightly over half (Califernia, Georgia, Illinois, Kama, Maryland,
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and Minnesota) mention transfer and terminal programs specifivlly
in the phraseology of the regulations.

California requires that a terminal program be included in the
curricula; Colorado states that "2-year 'training in arts and sciences
and humanities be offered beyond 12th grade and vocational educa-
tion." In Georgia all curricular offerings must, be of junior college
grade; however, both college preparatory and terminal curricula of
one and two years may be offered. Illinois requires both- transfer
and terminal programs to the extent that they meet the community's
needs. Kansas states that the curricula must offer a college transfer
program; in Maryland a junior college must offer at least one complete
2-year curriculum, either terminal or transfer.

Although not specifying the nature of the curriculum, the regula-
tions in other States set up procedures for checking that adequate
programs are offered. Minnesota requires that the proposed curricula
be submitted to the Commissioner of Eduction for approval; Idaho
specifieg that the curricula have the approval of the State Board of
Education. In New York the curricula must be approved by the
Board of Trustees of the State University. In Oklahoma the cur-
ricula should be organized and administered so as to achieve as nearly
as possible the philosophy and objectives developed by the local college
authorities. Finally, Virginia states that the curricula of the junior
college should contain the subject matter offerings implied by its
statement of objectives.

Fiteasecial Ability of the Area

Seven States (California, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, and Texas) have set up financial ability as a regulatory
criterion for establishing 2-year colleges. Since financial ability is
often closely related to aksessed valuation, it may be noted that three of
these (Kansas, Michigan, and Minnesota) do not have legal require-
ments of messed valuation.

The California regulations stipulate that there must be evidence of
ability to support the new institution, whereas Colorado states that
evidence of financial ability is to be included in the local survey. In
Michigan the needed local tax rate to be levied on. the community
college digrict. for operation and capital outlay should not extend the
total tax rate in any included tax unit beyond "what is reasonable"
for property owners to pay. In Georgia the political subdivision must
demonstrate to the Board of Regents adequate bonding andior.taxing
ability to satisfactorily discharge their financial obligations without
undue hardship.
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Two of the seven States specify requisite mewed value in dollar
amounts. Minnewta requires that at least $30,000 per year from the
resources of the district be available for maintenance and repairs,
whereas Texas requires evidence of $100,000 as minimum taxable
wealth and/or other community resources.

Sources of Pcial Support

Whereas seven States considered financial ability as a criterion,
six States had regulations concerning sources of financial support.
These are Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, and
Oklahoma. -

Florida regulations state that local pledging of financial support
for such colleges is necessary, whereas Georgia states that financial
support must come from the State (through the Baird of Regents).
Illinois requires that local ability to support an adequate program
through the legal tax rate, in addition to State aid, must be shown.
Kansas merely states that financial support is a criterion to be con-
sidered; Maryland requires evidence of financial support. Finally,
Oklahoma specifies that the annual income should be sufficient tb pro-
vide adequately for maintaining 2-year college standards without
drawing upon appropriation funds needed for elementary andsec-
ondary school support.

Assessed Valuation

Six States were found to specify factors indicating financial support
of 2-year colleges and seven were listed as having regulations inquiring
into financial ability. Five States (California, Colorado, Minnesa,
Mississippi, andNew York) have specific regulations of assessed valuit-
tion. Only two (California and Colorado) have statutory require-
ments relating to this subject.

In this, as in all of the other criteria enumerated, a wide range
of stated requirements exists. In California there is no firm rule
except for the unified district where $100 million is recommended.
Colorado recommends approximately $50 to $60 million, whereas in
Minnesota a minimum of $3 million for districts free from outstanding
debt is required. Where there is outstanding debt, the required as-
sessed valuation is increased to such an amount that a 10-mill tax on
such valuation will yield at least $30,00 in addition to all debt service
requirements. Mississippi regulations state that the assessed valuation
should be sufficient to guarantee an adequate program of education
inchkiing buildings and maintenance costs. In making this judgment,
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the Junior College Commission is expected to consider trends in valua-
tion and population. New York regulations state simply that there
should be a favorable ratio between the value of property in the
sponsoring agency's area and the capital and operating costs of the
college.

Physical Facilities

Facilities for housing and equipping the 2-year college are a con-
sideration in the regulatory criteria of seven States; namely, Georgia,
Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oklahoma, and Virginia.
This factor, howtver, was not used as a criterion for establishing 2-year
colleges in any of the. State laws.

Georgia specifies that political subdivisions must furnish a complete
school plant including site, buildings, grounds, and equipment which
will house the projectenrollment for the fourth year of operation
but for not less than 400 full-time equivalent students. Michigan
requires central facilities within commuting distance of all citizens
of the district for at least a major part of the proposed program.

In some States, physical facilities for only parts of the college
program are mentioned. In Maryland the adequacy of the high
school plant on a late afternoon and evening basis is specified (4 to
10 pm.). Minnesota states $hat sufficient space and facilities for the
vocational program shall be provided by the district Oklahoma
requires adequate library services in addition to sufficient laboratory
apparatus, equipment, and supplies. Virginia states that provision
shall be made for physical safety, health, and efficient instruction as
well as for adequate libraries, laboratories, and shop facilities needed
to make the program of the institution effective.

In a number of States which provide State aid for capital construc-
tion, for example, Florida and Washington, standard practice is
to have the State department of public instruction approve building
plans. Other States place this responsibility in different State
agencies; for example, in New York all preliminary plans and speci-
fications must be approved by the State University.

Compliance With °Ordain Policies

Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota, and Washington
stipulate compliance with operating policies as a criterion foi estab-
lishment of 2-year collees. This appears to be directly related to the
fact that in all of these States the plan calls for operating 2-year
colleges as partsof local school districts.

g.
.
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Geotia regulations require that each applicant district demonstratea continuing willineness to comply with operating policies establishedby the Regents. This is pertinent only when a district applies underthe 1958 Act of the Legislature. However, all new 2-yer colleges inGeorgia have come into existence throua powers of the Regents toestablish new units, not through the 1958 legislation.
Illinois specifies compliance for recognition and provision of Statefinancial aid. Maryland similarly requires compliance with standardsfor approval of junior colleges which are approved by the StateBoard of Education. In Minnesota each applicant district is tosignify a willing» to comply with operating policies established bythe State Boa Education. Washington states that requiredreports subj to State Board regulation are to be submitted byofficials of 2-year colleges. Kansas stipulates that reports be madeto both the county superintendent and the State superintendent.

Proximity to Other butitutions
Only six States consider proximity to other institutions as a regu-latory criterion for establishing 2-year colleges, although it is a factorconsidered in most local and State surveys of higher education. TheStates are Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Minnesota, New York, andTexas. As was noted in the section on the laws, only Washington hasa statute bearing on this subject
Three of the States have direct language on the relative location of2-year and other colleges. Illinois requirements state that the surveymust show no conflict between operation of the existing institutionttand the proposed 2-year college. New York says that proximity toother institutions must be considered in the plan, whereas Texasstates that in general no junior college district shall be created wherethe college site is within 50 miles of the site of another public juniorcollege.

Less direct language is found in the regulations of Colorado, Geor-,gia, and Minnesota. Georgia states that there must be evidence thatthe operation of a proposed junior college will not adversely affectany other public or private institution of higher education. Coloradohas a similar requirement. Minnesota regulations stipulate that theoperation and maintenance of a junior college shall in no way lessenthe support for other units in the school system.

Other Criteria

In addition to the regulatory criteria previously enumerated, Flor-ida and Louisiana have other criteria which are to be considered in

4
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establishing 2-year colleges. Florida regulations state that when
more than one county is considered, no area should have a longer than
30-mile travel radius for commuting to and from an institution.
Growth potential in gross population should be high if the area is
near the lower limits of any of the criteria. The regulations pertain-
ing to the junior college law in Louisiana, although no institutions are
operating under it, require that the proposed junior college must be
in conjunction with the State high school and over 2 years of standard
college work as prescribed by the State Department of Education.

Summary

Sixty-four percent, or 32 out of 50, of the States have some general
enabling legislative provisions authorizing qualified governmental
jurisdictions to estblith local public 2-year colleges. Two of these,
South Carolina and Louisiana, do not have any institutions in opera-tion under the enabling law. Eleven other States have established
public 2year institutions by special enactments of their State legisla-tures or as branches of 4-year State-supported higher institutionsunder the general legal authority of the parent institution. SevenStates have neither general legislation nor public 2-year institutions.Private 2-year colleges operate by charters or other legal authoriza-tions in 44 States.

No State has statutory provisions specifically. governing the
establishment of 2year branches of existing 4-year colleges and uni-versities. However, some States, such as Utah and Virginia, havedesignated a State agency to set policies on this matter, and in others,the parent institutions have formulated official policies about 2-year
center&

In contrast to the large proportion of States with legal enactmentsfor establishing 2-year colleges, only 19 States, or 38 percent, have
regulations set forth by a State-level agency on the subject. The
emergence of State regulations to complement legal provisions appearsto be related to the growth and development of the 2-year college move-ment in a State. This is evident from the fact that nearly 70 percentof all public 2-year colleges are in the 19 States which have both regu-latims u well as statutes governing estabr: %, of 2-year colleges.State laws and State regulations sating rth requirements forestablishing 2-year mikes most frequently ver foir topics. TheBret is the procedure whereby a locality can 'date action for a 2-yearcollege. This generally calls for either a kni of local citialens,an electkm by qualified voters, (nb Glacial action by an establishedagency of local government ssw,h seaboard of education mi county

MGM
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board of supervisors. In addition to the requirement of some local
initiating action, 23 States require the pproval of a State agency to
establish a 2-year college.

A second area of requirement frequently covers the financial ability
of the locality which is to establish the 2-year college. A great
ety of practice is found in the level of ability required. For example,

.41/444the level of assessed valuation stated in the laws ranges from $1 mil-
liCh,u) $75 million. This indicates the unreliability of local assessed
valwition as a criterion for appraising feasibility of establishing or
operating s 2.year collegis. Financial ability is especially dificult to
assess in the absence of complementary statements concerning State
financial assistance, required local tax efforts, or other elements of a

total plan for financing 2-year colleges. Unreliability of fixed legal
requirements of assessed valuation as a criterion is indicated in poi-
fornia and Colorado, both with statutory and regulatory statements
on the subject. In Colorado, the law requires f20 million, whereas the
State regulations recommend $50 million to $60 million. The Cali-
fornia law specifies that the assessed valuation shall be an amount
which, upon the levy of a district tax, when added to the available
State financial aid for junior college education, will be deemed ade-
quate for a junior college in the proposed area, whereas in the regu-
lation there is no firm rule except in a unified district where $100
million is recommended.

A third requirement found in both laws and regulations contiders
the necessary enrollment to provide effective educational programs
and economical operation. Fare again, much diversity of practice
is seen. For example, enrollment in lower school levels is used in the
laws of six States; figures ranging from 400. (Texas) to 8,500 (Cali-
fornia) are stated. Among the 13 States which have State regu-
lations pertaining to minimum enrollments in 2-year colleges, there is
a range from 25 regularly enrolled students for a 1-year program in
Oklahoma to the New York standar4 of 500 full-time potential stud-
ents in any given year living within a 25-mile commuting distance of
the proposed college.

The fourth common criterion is the requirement of a local area
survey. In the laws this is most often made the responsibility of the
State -level agency responsible for overall supervision and coordination
of 2-year colleges. These agenies in turn indicate a variety of pur-
poses in the regulations set forth cowerning local surveys. Some
require inquiry only into nutters of potentials of enrollments and
adequate local effort and ability in financing a 2-yer college; others
use a local survey :Om to appraise local omummity interest in a
college or the types of programs that are needed. Many other specific
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itans are found stated as criteria for establishment of 2-year colleges
in the laws and in the regulations. However, no one of these is
mentioned with theirequency of the four topics described above. For
example, only six States have regulations which consider the proximity
of the proposed 2-year college to other institutions and only one State
has a legal provision on this matter. Among the other items which
appear in statements of criteria are adequacy of building space;
library facilities; laboratory and shop space and equipment.; and
broad statements that the institution will be administered in compli-
ance with the general operating procedures of the State educational
agency responsible for 2-pwr colleges.

The major conclusion which can be drawn from this analysis of
legislatire and regulatory criteria governing establishment of 2-year
colleges is that both laws and regulations appear necessary and
desirable to implement and control effectively the establishment of
2-yer colleges. This conclusion is consistent, too, with the generally
accepted principle that the laws themselves should be phrased broadly.
This principle gives general authority to a responsible State educa\7
tional agency to implement the laws cooperatively with the local
agencies or boards enabled to establish and operate 2-year
When this rule is followed, the appropriate State agency sets fort
regulations covering the details of initiation, establishment, and opera-

,
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lion oft-year institutions. As a result, greater flexibility in adminis-
oration of 2-year colleges is achieved and less need develops for
recurrent legislative attention to minute matters. In short, the
interests of the general public are promoted and protected by broad
legal enactments and the administrative details are delegated to the
operating State-level agency and the institutional authorities.



CHAPTER III

Survey of Professional Opinion on
Criteria for 2-Year Colleges

HIS CHAPTER EXTENDS the picture and review of criteriaT presented in chapter IL It provides a synthesis of the opinions
of persons in positions of leadership in the 2-year college movement
and summarizes statements concerning criteria found in State studies.
,The views expressed by workers in the junior college* field are pre-
sented in the first major section of this chapter, and a discussion of the
information from statewide studies comprises the second.

Criteria in Opinion Survey

The survey of opinion on criteria reported in the first part of this
chapter reflects the views of 141 individuals who have had experience
in the administration, supervision, and advisement of 2-year colleges.
It was undertaken on the assumption that informed judgments would
add meaningfully to criteria set forth in the laws and regulations of
the States. The validity of leadership opinions is basically related
to the cumulative experience of the ,respondents, especially to their
experience in the creation and the deielopment of 2-year colleges.
The insights and generalizations which can be drawn from their col-
lectiv6 judgments should, therefore, be of value to others undertaking
to establish 2-year colleges. The survey was conducted mostly in
1959, with the exception of 15 contacts made in late 1958 and some
followup in early 1960.

Expressions of opinions based on personal experience and observa-
tion are by their nature subjective. They do not lend themselves to
refined or exhaustive statistical analysis. In analyzing the results,
therefore, an attempt has been made to identify the level of general
acceptance of opinions on certain questions rather than to emphasize

28
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range, median, average, and other measures usually found in a .164-

orous statistical analysis.

Description of the Opinion Sample

The opinion sample included a representative proportion of leaders
from public and private colleges and from geographic regions. In
terms of the size of institutions, the group of persons included in this
part of the study is most representative of colleges of from 300 to
over 10,000 and least representative of those under 300 in enrollment.
This partly resulti; from choosing for participation in the Study ad-
minigtrators from colleges that had operated successfully for at least
5 years. An examination of the responses by types of control of in-
stitution, by plocation, and by enrollments of institutions represented
gives added assurance that the leaders included are a good sampling
of the field.

Requests for ?hformation were sent to the executives of 90 public
and 65 private 2-year colleges (table 1). These numbers do not in-
clude the directors of the State systems and persons classified as
"others." This ratio, 90: 65 or 18:13, closely approximates the 4:8
ratio which prevails among institutions.' The return of 80 percent.
from public institutional representatives was higher than the 61 per-
cent from .church-related and the 57 percent from non-church-related
institutions, and the 71 : 38 ratio was nearer 2:1 than .4 : 3. Therefore,
in order to avoid reporting the results in a manner heavily weighted
in the ,direction of the public institutions, the findings are discussed
separately f9r the public and private 2-year colleges. The lower
percentage of returns from private college administrators might have
been caused by the fact that some of the suggested criteria on the
interview form did not particularly apply to private 2-year colleges.

Table I shows 141 responses from individuals with experience in
the administration, supervision, and advisement of existing 2-year
colleges. Of these, 101 were persons of responsibility over public
colleges and 40 over private institutions. The level of total responses
received and used, 75 percent, of the total of 189 requests, is considered
adequate to achieve the purposes of this study.

Among the 141 administrators providing usable responses are 17
representing States in the capacity of directors of public 2year
colleges. This includes all States which at the time of this study had
an official aiming this responsibility. Chief executives of 108 indi-

I According to the 19410 Junior College Directory, the public- private ratio anions Junior
colleges Is 898 to 279, or roughly 4 : $.
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vidual institutions are included in the 141 administrators, one college
being represented by two persons cooperating in the study.

Table 1 Distribution of Requests for Information and Responses
Received From Administrators of 2-Year College Programs

Administrators

a..

Total

Public Institutions

Executives of 2-year colleges
Directors in State agencies
Others

Teti!
. Private Institutions

Executives of church-related 2-year colleges__
Executives of non-church-related 2-year

colleges
Others s

Total_

Number of
requests

r
189

Number of
responses

141

Percent

75

90 71 80
17 , 17 100
15 13 87

in 101 83
..........,.=....i....x=nr-----

33 . 20 61

32 18 57
2 2 100

67 40 IS

Includes administrators in Omer coinages or tmiversitlea, few...stating boon Mate Departments ofEducation, and other professional educators interested in the junior college movement.Includes ems form completed by a staff member of a tmivelr ity, and ens completed by a representativeby a Baptist Council on Christian Education.

Usable responses were received from institutional representatives
of 108 different 2-year colleges (table 2). As there are 674 s-year
colleges listed in the 1960 directory of the American Association of
Junior Colleges in the 50 States and the District of Columbia,- this
means that complete returns were received from representatives of
one-sixth of the total number of 2-year colleges in the Nation. :13y
region there was some variation with a 12 percent return from the
South, 15 percent from the Northeast, 19 percent from the West, and
20 percent from the North Central region. With only one-fifth- of
the institutions being contacted, these returns were considered quite
satisfactory.

Another consideration is related to the distribution of the persons
in the opinion sample in terms of enrollment of institutions repre-
sented. This is broken down into public and private 2-year colleges.
The enrollment distribution of the 18 different institutions headed by
persons who returned usable interview forms is shown in table 2.

A surprising result was that the enrollments of the colleges admin-
istered by the respondents represented nearly identieal pereentages
of total enrollments of public and private 2-year institutions. The
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total enrollment of the institutions whose administrators participated
in this project was 170,772. Of these, 149,446 were in public colleges,
and 21,326 were private junior college students. The cooperating
administrators, therefore, represented institutions which in 1958-1959
contained 25.2 percent of all private 2-year college enrollments, 25.1
percent of all public 2-year college enrollments, and 25.1 percent of all
2-year college enrollments.

Table 2.Distribution Comparison by Enrollment of 108 Junior
Colleges Headed by Administrators Expressing Opinions on Criteriafor 2-Year Colleges, and Number of 2Yeiu Colleges

Enrollment
Public Private All colleges

In study Total In study Total In study Total

I I a 4 1 6 7

Under 300_ _ __ _ ______ 5 117 14 195 19 .312300-499 .. 11 62 10 40 21 102500-999 17 81 11 26 28 1071,000-1,999 10 58 2 10 12 682,000-4,999 20 51 1 5 21 565,000-9,999_ _ _ ______
'._

6 22 0 0 6 22Over 10,000_ __ .____ 1 7 0 0 1 7

Total 7 SU $8 VS 1N 174

Analysis of Criterion Items

The leaders in the 2-year college movement from whom views on
criteria were gathered expressed themselves on a wide range of factors.
Some factors were strongly and consistently held as basic considera-
tions clearly of the nature of criteria on which to judge the need and
feasibility for a 2-year college. Others were offered as matters "to
be kept in mind" or otherwise indicated to be of lesser importance.
The items most frequently stated and stressed are the basis for dis-
cussion in this report.

4

&aro Ilnunsi

Minimum Starting Enrollment in Public 2-Year Colleges.---Of
the 101 persons responsible for public 2.-year colleges, 70 offered
specific opinions about minimum full-time starting enrollment in such
institutions (fable 8). For the entire, group, the largest number
citing a specific figure stated a starting enrollment of 200499 full-
time students. Only eight of the nispmdents suggested a minimum
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starting enrollment of less than 100 fulltime stmlents. Sixteen ad-
ministrators, 8 directors, and 8 others recommended 100-199 for thebeginning enrollment. For the 200-299 level of enrollment, 18 admin-
istrators, 8 directors, and 5 others dune this range for a minimumstarting student enrollment. Forty-eight percent of the respondentswould accept a minimal opening enrollment of between 100-800 full-time students for a new 2-year college. Twelve administrators and2 others stated that they felt that from 300-500 was an acceptable
beginning enro lment. Although 81 of the total group did not suggestany fixed num r or order of size for a starting enrollment, all 101persons indicat that this was definitely a criterion to be considered
in establishing college.

Table 3.--Mi sun Full-Time Starting Enrollment for Public 2-YearColleges Siggested by 101 Administrators of Public Institutions

Adminietraton

I

College executives_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
State directors
Others_

Total_ -

Uncle
ao

I

,

30-99 100-190

a

S

16
3
3

22

100-W

13

S

Vo spe
Mae

Elmira
given

1

Total

12

2

25
4
2

71
17
13

IS 14 $1 hi

Minimum Starting Enrollment in Private 2-Year Colleges.---Theopinions expressed by the 40 administrators of private 2-year collegeson minimum starting enrollments were relatively consistent. Allitgreed that enrollment was important, although 22 did not site
specific figure. Of the 18 giving a specific answer, only one suggestedthat an enrollment of under 100 full-time students would be adequateto start a private 2-year college. The range of minimum enrollmentreceiving the greatest preference was 200-299; this interval was indi-cated in 7 responses. The 100-199 and the 300499 range each received5 responses.

Potential Enrollment for a Public 2-Year College.In general,there was agreement that potential enrollment was a desirable cri-terion. However, there was great divergence in the answers givenby the 101 leaders of public 2-year colleges regarding how to measurepotential and what minimum potential should be selected (table 4).Although the majority of the respoMents indicated that using thenumber of high school graduates each year in the area to be servedwas an acceptable determinant, several believed that the most accu-rate way to mauve potential enrollmwat was to combine several in-
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diem For example, it was considered advisable to conduct a study
or survey of the proposed area including an examination of such
statistics as the number of high school graduates, the number of grad-
uates attending post-hih school institutions, the number of high
school students, the percentage of 18-19-year olds, the total public
school enrollment in grades 1-12, and the total population in the dis-
trict. By studying several of these population factors, a more real-
istic estimate of potential could be determined than would result from
relying on a single' factor. If only one determinant was used, how-
ever, the preferences advanced by the 101 public 2-year college persons
were varied. When asked to choose a single preferred method, 36
.did not indicate a preference. The single preferred methods chosen
by 10 percent or more of the other 65 persons for measuring potential
enrollment were : Number of high school graduates, 20 percent; full-
time equivalents, 14 pacent ; and number of high school students,
12 percent.

Potential Enrollment for a Private 2-Year College.-r-From the
statements in the responges of 40 private administrtors, it would
appear that the best way to measure potential enroll ant is to deter-
mine the number of students needing the kind of program offered. As
most students in private 2-year colleges are residential students,,
strictly local area statistics cannot be seed for the primary deter-
tninaftt. A church-related college would likely use the area of a wholeState or even several States on which to base the number of youngpeople in their denomination desiring post-high school education.Similarly, the non-churchrelated colleges depend on their particularprogram to draw students from a wide area, even perhaps the wholeNation.

Illinimum Potential -Ettrolimiont for a Public 2-Year College.The wide range of opinions that were expressed on the potential en-
rollment is demonstrated in the data in table 4. A careful examina-tion of this table reveals that a majority recommended a minimum
potential enrollment between 200 and 600 full-time students. Withinthis range the 400-599 interval was supported by a slightly largernumber than favored the 200499 level. Those recommending the
potentials above 600 were mostly administrators of public 2-year col-
leges from heavily populated areas in California, New York, or Wash-ingtim State. Of the 17 State directors who completed the interviewfain, 8 chose the 200400 range, 4 the 400400, and the other 5 gaveno numerical preference. Only two respondents gave a preferred
minimum potential of under 200 full-time students, and thee wereneither State directors nor chief executives of institutions. Approx-imately 83 percent of the WA group had no specific prefswenoe.
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Table 4. Minimum Potential PullTime Enrollment for Public 2-Year
colleges Suggested by 101 Administrators d Public Institutions

Administrators
11nd.

100
SOO-
VA

1,000-
IAN

Z000
or neon No

No

amount
Toal

1 s s 4 1 a 1 e

College executives___. ___ . 15 21 4 8 2 24 71
State directors 8 4 5 17
Others 3 4 4 13

Total I IS 1 4 8 1 33 101
1

Minimum Potential Enrollment for Private 2-Year Colleges
Considerable agreement with the views of the public college acimin-
istrators was found among the private college representatives. How-
ever, exactly one-half indicated no fixed number, pointing out in most
cases that private colleges have a wide flexibility in their operations.
Of the 40 respondents representing private junior colleges, only one
recommended a minimum potential of under 900 full-time etudes
For the private college administrators as with those in public colleges,
most choices fell in the 2007599 range of minimum potential enroll-
ment Eight chose the 200-400, seven selected 400-600, and four pre-
ferred the 606-1,200 range.

The consensus of 2-year college administrators, both public and
private, seems to be against establishing very small institutions. Al-
though willing to start with small enrollments, generally favoring
at least 200 fulkime students to begin with, the leaders set higher
levels of expectation for potentials of enrollment. For both public
and private 2-year colleges, the majority of respondents giving a
specific preference chose a minimum potential enrollment of over 400
students. Reliance on a local survey to ascertain the potential enroll-
ment in an area was clearly indicated.

Accessibility of the Proposed College

One of the advantages claimed for 2-year colleges is that of prox-
imity and accessibility of the institution to the students' homes, thus
making it easier for more to attend. Responses to the question; raised
in this inquiry sometimes related accessibility to distance and eono
times to travel time. Among the administrators, directors of State
agencies, or others engaged in public 2-year college education, acme&
bility was most often considered in terms of mileage distance. How
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ever, only 40 out of the 101 respondents gave a specific mileage, the
others indicated that local factors of topography, road conditions, and
climate were basic considerations to determine the feasible travel
distance. Of these, 22 bf- the administrators, 5 of the directors, and
2 of the others indicated that the one-way commuting distance for
the majority of the students should be under 80 miles. Thirty to 50
miles was believed acceptable by six administrators, two directors, and
two other& Only one adminietrator suggested traveling distance
o At, re than 50 miles one way.

ong the 15 respondents preferring to consider accessibility in
4 tt

to 718 ot,commuting time, 8 of the administrators suggested a maxi-
mum of 1 hour each way, and one director reeommended a maximum
of 30-45 minutes. Two other administrators merely stated that the
college should be easily accessible. Three administrators, 2 directors,
and 4 others expiwessed accessibility in terms of "reasonable commuting
distance."

Attention should be given to the factors believed by many of the re-
spondents to be important in qualifying their recommendations. One
of the factors most frequently 'mentioned was that the density or
sparsity of the population of the area to be served would very often
be a more important, consideration than distance in miles or com-
muting time. Other elements to be studied would be the condition
of the highways leading to the college, the quality of public trans-
portation, and the topography and weather conditions of the area.
Thew qualifying statements are likely more realistic measuring devices
for accessibility than attempting to express this criterion in terms of
an exact number of miles or minutes required to reach the junior col-
lege. Probably, a student traveling 50 miles over a well-paved high-
way would not have to spend much more time going to and from
college than a student living 10 miles away from a college located in
a large metropolitan city.

As might be expected, the criterion of accessibility did not have the
sane emphasis for the private junior colleges as for those under
public auspices. Out of 40 respondents engaged in private institu-
tions, only 8 suggested using mileage as a determining factor. Most
private 2-year colleges depend on attracting students from a wide area.
Some indicated that they had more students from States other than
the one in which they were located, and one administrator from
women'e college said that they had an "enrollment from all over the
work!? However, most of the respondents did indicate that they
thought a private 2-year college should be easily accessible to the day
or commuting students that the institution expected to serve.
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Unmet Student Needs

A consideration of the educational needs of potential students in the
area was found to be an important criterion for the establishment of
both public and private 2-year colleges. As would be expected, a
criterion of need for college programs in an area is closely related to
that of availability of services from other institutions.

Out of 101 public college administrators, 62 respondents, or 61
percent, thought that the extent to which student needs are not being
met elsewhere was definitely one of the criterion to be considered
when starting a new public junior college. Five of the admin-
istrators indicated that a local study or survey of the level and scope

thestkpeeds should be conducted.
Several ideas regarding this factor were mentioned repeatedly.

One was that the need for terminal and vocational-technical type
programs las often very high and that the extent of this need by the
students in the community should be determined. Another idea often
advanced was that it was very important to consider the economic
status of the student and his family. This cloitly parallels the con-
6cept expressed by Alvin Enrich, that "College attendance was more
dependent upon family income than upon scholarship. "' Although
there might be other institutions in the area, the cost might be so
high that it would prohibit a large percentage of students from
attending. Evidence of competitive situations w** another idea often
expressed and stressed. "Try to complement the efforts of all other
institutions of higher learning in the State" and "the overlap, prima-
rily of public institutions, should be considered" are illustrations of
this view.

Some indications of a different concept of educational puposes to
be achieved by private as compared to public 2-year colleges came out
of the replies to the question on meeting student needs. Fifty-three
percent, 21 out of 40, of the private 2year college leaders responding
to this part of the interview form thought that this criterion was
important to consider when establishing :t new 2-year college. As one
administrator of a church-related college wrote: "The needs of the
ycking people for religious influence associated with higher ecittea-
tion and needs of young people of this church for higher education
are almost the whole story for this college and others of the church."
Another wrote: "If a distinctive type of education (Christian eduea-
tion) is emphasized, there would be little conflict if the college is in
the same town with another higher education institution." Admin-
istrators of independent 2-year colleges in their remarks indicated

*Alvin C. lurk & New York State Plans Coamialt7 Colleges. Bekaa Esecutive,
11. : 4, December 1949, p. 541.
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that they felt the establishment of their type of institution would be
justifiable to meet a need of students desiring the opportunities of
"purely liberal arts junior college."

A consideration of the untntt educational needs in an area must be
related to the role of the proposed institution. A 2-year liberal arts
college would not likely be satisfactory in a community needing
technical eduiation. Similarly, a 2-year technical school would not
satisfy strong local needs for liberal arts or preproftesional courses
of study. !I

Proximity to Other Colleges

Considerations of availability of needed educational programs from
existing institutions are always raise4 when a new 2-year college is
pioposed. Therefore, proximity of other colleges becomes a possible
criterion to appraise feasibility of a 2-year college. Of the 101 per-
sons in public 2-year college functionti, only 30 phrased their answers
to this item of inquiry in terms of specific mileage. Thirteen of these
respondents believed that there should I* no other higher educa-
tion institution within 25-50 miles of the proposed junior college.
Three chose the 10-25 mile distance; four, 50-75 miles; six designated
76-100 miles; and four chose the category of 100 miles or more.

Fifty respondents preferied to determine an answer to the prox-
imity factor in specific terms other than mileage. Seven respondents,
for example, stated that population density should be 'considered,
Many of the opinions expressed indicated that the importance of
nearness of other .colleges would depend on the curricula available
and that there should be no conflict or duplication of programs al-
ready being offered. Strength of feeling of the respondents that the
program offerings of the colleges was the critical factor is seen in such
contentions as, "a junior college might be started in the shadow of a
liberal arts college" or "a junior college could be justified within a
block of a senior college." Only 14 respondents did not consider
proximity to other colleges a useful consideration in a decision about
establishing a new institution.

The responses from the private college administrators indicated
that such factors RS the need of the community for post-high school
education and population density in the area of the proposed new
institution are equally as important as physical proximity to other
colleges and universities. Only 5 of the 40 respondents gave Any
mileage designation, and all of these designated .distances of from
25 to 100 mild.

A summary of ti* opinions on this criterion, then, would indicate
that several factors must be explored in determining how close a junior
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college could be located to other higher education institution& These
factors would be the need for different types of program offerings in
the cownunity, the population density, and the mileage and travel
time between other colleges and universities, and particularly the
types of educational and training programs available from the exist-
ing colleges.

Attitude of Community Toward Higher 13.ducation

With only a few exceptions, the respondents interested primarily in
public 2-year colleges indicated that community attitude was an
essential criterion to consider when determining the advisability of
establishing a new college. Slightly over one-half, 52 out of 101, of
the respondents stated that the attitude of the community toward
higher education should be "favorable." In addition, 11 indicated
that the community "must want or demand a junior college"; 9
believed that the community attitude should be "demonstrated by
votes in favor of higher education"; and 4 thought that the "attitude
can be developed." Other statements indicating support of the cri-
terion were advanced by 10 persons and 15 gave no specific statement.
To be noted is the fact that consideration of the local attitude was
the only suggested criterion which no respondent said was "not
applicable or not important"

A large number of the respondents expressed the opinion that it
was not enough for the community to be in favor of a higher educa-
tion institution; it (the community) must be willing to give thecollege
its wholehearted support. The community should be "willing to
levy a tax for the support of the community college and not leave
it a 'stepchild.' "

A few of the completing the questionnaire believed the criterion
important, but thought it was difficult to determine or measure the
extent of community interest. One administrator indicated that this
could be determined by considering "how the community has sup-
ported other schools in the area." Another suggested way of measur-
ing this factor was to examine whether or not the community had
"shown willingness to do more than the law requires in the way of
supporting other educational institutions." Several respondents
indicated that the evidence of interest should own from articulate,
organised groups in. the area such as the local chamber of conunerce,
the league of women voters, or community leaders such as the mayor
or judge.

Despite the fact that private 2-year colleges seek to serve wide
geographic areas, consensus among the private 2-year college persons
interviewed was that support of the local area was needed for UM-
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ance of !success. Twenty-eight of the 40 respondents expressed the
opinion that appraisal of community attitude was a necessary step
in founding a college. Twenty-four of the administrators of private
colleges added a further comment that the community attitude toward
higher education should be favorable. One respondent mentioned,
"obviously, a college needs [local] backing." Another administrator
commented that a "new community college must have fascinate
support to provide for !i variety of objectives or it may be hurt, by
conflicting ideas in the community of its purposes!' One of the
administrators expressed the opinion that the attitude prevalent in
the immediate community was "important from the viewpoint of
gifts and donations."

Thus, the attitude of the community toward a new 2-year college
must be considered as an important indicator of its successful opera-
tion. This is true of both public and private 2-year colleges. In the
public institutions positive desire by local citizens for a 2-year cave
is needed to assure provision of funds for the college and for develop-
ment of a program fitted to local needs For both the public and
private colleges, a favorable local area opinion facilitates acceptance
of the college in a locality and launches the entire "public relations
program" on a positive note.

Fisescial Support

In the opinion survey few items received more unanimous approval
than "adequate support" In fact, many would agree that deficien-
cies in some other possible criteria could well be balanced or even
overcome by "more than meeting" an adequate support level.

Financial Support for Public 2-Year College&There was con-
siderable variation in the opinions regarding what a minimum support
level should be. This statement will not be surprising to anyone
acquainted with the wide variations in support shown in the Office
of Education publication on Patterns of Organisation and Support
in Public S-Year Colleges.' Many factors are involved in these varia-
tions. Some institutions share facilities in part or in full with high
sichools and there are many, methods of arriving at pro rata cost fi-
ura. Moreover, some institutions have greater diversity in their of-
ferings than others. If the greater diversity includes a considerable
number of technical programs, the cost per student will be higher. As
an example, one institution indicated that the operational cost of a
new technical program was $1,800 per student per year. The size

a S. V. Martorana. and D. 0. Morrison. Patters* of Organisation and Support in "Aide
2-roor Colima. U.& Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, °See of Eduea-
tins. Wimaisirtia. D.C. MIL
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of the institution, the salaries of the staff and administrators, the
quality of the guidance programthese and many other factors are
involved in per student cost& Because of the many variables there is
little similarity in the opinions regarding these minimum costs.

Many respondents said that $600 per student was adequate support
from all sources. Some indicated that $3504400 a year from State
and district sources was necessary, the remainder being secured from
the student. Some believed $6004800 a year was necessary for cur-
rent operations, with $4,000 per student suggested for capital outlay.

In terms of present expenditures, a few admitted that their support
for each student was less than 000 a year, but-that a $600-a-year
minimum would make it possible to serve their students more ade-
quately and would make it possible to pay their instructors a salary
that was more realistic. It does appear that there are many dangers
in trying to establish a specific dollar minimum for per student sup-
port, for time and place ar!i3 variants which reduce the value of the
specific estimate very quickly.

Sources of Support for Public 2-Year Colleges.--According to
the responses received, almost all of the current support for public
2-year colleges comes from tuition, district or county funds, and
State funds. This conclusion is supported by the objective analyses
that have been made of the sources of income for financing 2-year
colleges such as the study cited above. In examining criteria, there-
fore, the proportional amounts to be received from each of the
sources is an important consideration.

Most of the respondents believed that student. tuition and fees
should be kept low. Table 5 gives a breakdown of the specific pro-
portions of the total current support that the respondents suggested
should be received, from student tuition.

Table S. Opinions of 101 Administrators Regarding Proportion of
Current Support of Public 2Year Colleges To Be Received From
Student Tuition
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Table 6.,---Opinns of 101 Administrators Regarding Proportion of
Current Support of Public 2-Year Colleges To Be Secured From Local
Funds
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The preponderance of opinion favored one-third being the maxi-
mum amount of current operational costs to be charged the student
in a public 2year college. Beyond this generalization, it will be
noted that 10 have no answer to this item while 38 of the 101 respond-
ents have no specific answer other than to suirgest that the proportion
received from the student should be small. Of the 53 remaining, 42
respondents, or nearly 80 percent, suggested that the student con-
tribution should be one-third or less, and of these 15, or 28 percent,
would have no student fees. Excluding the respondents who specified
"low," or gave no answer, the interval designated "one -third or less"
includes 26 out of 32 executives, 7 out of 9 State directors, and 9 out
of 12 others.

In the opinion of the college administrators, local or district funds
should provide a higher proportion of current operational oast than is
secured from student tuition and fees. It should be remembered
that there are many different types of public 2.year colleges, and the
word "local" may mean county, several counties, or a smaller geogra-
phical area. A fuller treatment of existing types of institutions is
presented in the publication, Patterns of Organisation and Support in

11-Year Colleges.. The suggested proportions of revenue to be
secured from local sources are shown in table & The respondents
found 90028 difficulty in specifying the proportion of income to be
secured from local sottroes, L#or only 4Q of the 101 answered this
question.' Of these, 15 suggested an amount between one-third to
two-thirds of the total cost, and the remaining 25 recommended one-

The 'Nader ilhould be vented that In lastasees where rektively few responses are re-attired the results gives allay be biased by the fact that the oaly respos4Tate us thewith stress feelings os the subject. The results, therefore. nay not be truly represent-ative et the men group.

MINN 0-416-----4
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third or less as a proportionate share for the local area. This 25 in-
clude() tliot two respondents that indicated that no funcls should be
expeoted from local sources. A considerable number of respondents
related local funds to minimum assessed valuation. Their views on
this will be discussed later in the chapter.

The 101 respondents also appeared to be hesitant in expressing any
opinion regarding the minimum proportion of income to be secured
from State funds. Evidently, after expressing a clear opinion
regarding tuition charges, it was assumed that the balance would
have to come from either State or local hinds, the proportionate
amount to be secured from each source being less essential. Although
only 38 respondents expressed opinions regarding specific proportions
of State funds for current operations, some insights to the views of 2-
year college workers on this subject can be gained by examining these
responses as shown in table 7.

Table 7.--Opinions of 101 Administrators Regarding Proportion of
Current Support of Public 2-Year Colleges To ge Received From
State Funds
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I One State director exptused the opinion that 85 percent of the support should come from the fits*.

The following analysis is given recognizing that less than 40 percent
of the total expressed any specific opinion. Only one respondent
believed that the State share should be between 20 to 30 percent. One-
half of the 38 respondents answering felt that 831/2 percent was the
desirable proportion, and only one exceeded 66% percent in an esti-
mated praportign to be received from State funds. A summary of
the opinions expressed by this group of administrators regarding
support would include first of all the consensus that student tuition
should be kept low. Nearly 80 percent of the group giving a specific
'weapons) chosi' one-third or less of the total cost as the suggefited
student share. Proposed minimum proportions of locil and State
financial support each ranged between one-third to two-thirds of the
total amount needed for current operations of a 2-year college. How-
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ever, many chose not to break down the local and State share. In
some cases, a "foundation program" of $200 per student from State
sources was suggested, with low student fees and the district absorbing
the rest of the cost.

Sources of Support for Private 2-Year Colleges.The 40 private
2-year college administrators generally agreed that there were two
main sources of support. These were student fees and tuition, and
gifts, endowments, and donations. Little consensus appeared, how-
ever, on the relative levels of support, to come from each source. As
shown in table 8, only 40 percent of these specified a minimum
amount for the student 'share of the cost, and less than 35 percent
specified a minimum troir. other sources.

Table 8.Sources of Support for Private 2-Year Colleges and
Recommended Minimum Percentage From Each
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An examination of the minimum percentage to be secured from
student sources certainly indicates no consistent pattern. Of the a
that specified a minimum percentage of income to be gained from
student fees, 8 set a level under 50 percent, 6 between 50 and 70 per-
cent, 5 between 70 and 90 percent, and 2 over 90 percent. This means
that slightly over& half of the group specifying a minimum believed
the student should pay less than 70 percent of the total, and the
others believed the student should pay over 70 percent.

Turning to the minimum percentage to be received from such other
sources as gifts and endowments, there was more consistency. None
believed that the minimum should exceed 70 percent. Conversely,
this means that the student should pay at. least 30 percent of the
total cost.

Some respondents had additional comments to nuke. One said,
"even with an endowment of over $1 million the major support comes
from tuition." Others commented that tuition provided most of the
operational coOs and was usually the main source of financial support.

It appears Oat tuition is lower in church-related colleges than in
other private 2-year colleges. This may well be related to the tact that
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some church-related 2-year colleges receive in their budget a sub-
stantial annual appropriation from denominational sources. In
some instances, this appropriation may amount to $200 a year per
student. Usually, students in the non-church-related school pay
most of the current operational costs, the donations, gifts and endow-
ment: income being used primarily for capital expenditures.

Assessed Valuailots

Use of the assessed valuation of an area as a criterion for apprais-
ing feasibility of a 2-year college must necessarily be restricted to
public institutions. Among those interviewed, the consensus was that
assessed valuation was a good measure of the present and potential
economic stature of the community. However, it was not considered
a useful criterion to employ in establishing private 2-year colleges
because these are not financed by tax revenues.

A wide variety of responses was received regarding what specific
assessed valuation should be used as a minimum criterion for estab-
,lishing public 2-year colleges. This was to be expected because
throughout the United States assessed valuation ranges from around
10 percent to nearly 100 percent of the true value.

In discussing this criterion, 45 of the 101 respondents gave a specific
figure. The wide range of viewpoints on this item reflects the great
variability of tax practices and consequent unreliability of dollar
figures as a fixed criterion for establishing 2-year colleges. Of the
45 persons giving dollar figures, only 3 respondents indicated a mini-
mum of less than $10 million in assessed valuation; 8 replies were in
the $10 million to $20 million group; 15 in the $20 million to $50
million category ; 11 recommended from $50 million to $100 million;
5 returns suggested $100 million to $300 million. Only I was in the
$300 million to $500 million group; and 2 believed that the community
should have more than $500 million in assessed valuation. Twenty-
one 2year college leaders did not indicate a specific figure to be
considered, 5 stating thqt this factor did not apply to their agencies,
and 18 making no reference to this criterion at all. An additional 12
who stated that the criterion was important, did not specify dollar
amounts but advanced qualifying statements. Some of the respond-
ents pointed out, for example, that the amount to be raised by taxes
on property in the'community would depend largely on hoir much
State aid would be forthcoming. Naturally, if the community were
required to contribute most of the financial support for. the 2-year
college, the assessed valuation would have to be fairly high. Other-
wise, an inordinately high millage rate would be needed to obtain
funds for the'college.
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One respondent suggested that the assessed valuation should be
sufficient at low millage to provide 50 percent of the operating costs.Another stated that the assessed valuation should be "adequate to
guarantee minimum support required from local level without
damaging elementary and secondary education." The Director of the
California Junior College Bureau stated that the assessed valuation
"should be high enough at $0.35 per $100 of assessed valvation to
finance operations, and 5 percent of assessed valuation bonding capa-city will build an adequate plant." An administrator from Texas
commented that this source of income should provide "a minimum of
$100,000 from local sources for plant and maintenance and operational
costs." An administrator in North Carolina estimated that assessed
valuation should be "adequate to yield at least $52,500 at reasonable
rates."

The foregoing statements demonstrate that before determining a
minimum criterion for assessed valuation an examination must be
made of the taxing and financial patterns of each State, and even each
county. The only generalization that would seem to have validity,
therefore, is that assessed valuation is a useful criterion, but the
minimum required must be determined at the State level. This mini-
mum should be decided after the State's and district's relative share ofthe total cost for establishing and operating A 2-year college has been
agreed upon.

Total Population Within 25 Miles

There was almost unanimous agreement among the 101 respondents
representing public 2-year colleges that total population was a desir-able item to use as a criterion for establishing public 2-year colleges.Eight of the respondents suggested a population of under 25,000within 25 Wks; 15 recommended from 25,000 to 50,040; 7 believedthat from 50,000 to 75,000 was acceptable; only one indicated from
75,000 to 100,000; 12 expressed the opinion that from 100,000 to
200,000 was a desirable amount; and two suggested more than 200,000.An additional 54 respondents indicated that this was a criterion that
should definitely be considered, but they did not give a specific popu-
lation figure. The remaining two believed it was not essential.

From this analysis, two major opinion groups appear. One favors
a minimum of 25,000-50,000 population, the other 100,000-200,000.It must be assumed that each group is convinced that the minimum
selected is reasonable and appropriate. As a matter of fact, Matra-tions of successful 2-year colleges can be reported for each aye
category of population. There would be no 2-year colleges in anumber of Stated if the highest figures were used as a minimum, yet
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in some areas of highly urbanized population such s minimum may
be appropriate. Obviously, no rigid nationwide minimum can be

.established for public 2-year colleges.
Among the representatives of private 2-year colleges, the opinions

seemed more heavily placed on the higher population centers. Twelve
of the 40 respondents did not consider total population a useful
item to include as a criterion for establishing private 2-year colleges.
Another 17 believed it important but gave no specific population figure.
The remaining 11 that indicated a specific population tended to
recommend higher population figures than did the public adminis-
trators. Where a preferred population figure was given, 64 peicent
indicated a preferred minimum of over 100,000 population.

There are at least two factors which cause the difference in "popu-
lation needed" estimates for public and private colleges. The ptiirate
college usually draws students from a wider are' than does the public
college, and conversely, the private college serves a much smalkr
proportion of local students than does the public college.

One of the administrators stated that a "private junior college
builds student body becaus, of interesting a specialized clientele;
those attracted to the school's unique philosophy." Another junior
college dean stated that the question to be considered was "how many
have background for proposed curricula."

Number of High School Graduates Withits 25 Mik!.

Most of the 101 adniinistrators of public 2-year colleges who were
interviewed agreed that the number of high school graduates was
a desirable item to include as a criterion, but there was no consensus
on what an adequate minimum should be. Of the 61 citing specific
numbers of graduates, A recommended a yearly high school gradua-
tion figure under 300; 18 considered from 304-500 adequate; 18 sug-
gested 500-700, 8 stated 700-1,000; 7 indicated 1,0004,500; 4 asivised
1,500-2,000; and 8 believed that there should be more than 2,00T An
additional 88 considered the criterion important, but did not cite a
specific figure. Only two said that the criterion was not important
or applicable.

One of the respondents expressed the belief that this.factor should
be related to the total secondary school population rather than the
number of graduates. Another suggested that the criterion should
be determined within a 45-minute driving distance rather than a
25mile radius. Some of those completing the form dated that there
should be enough high school graduates to guarantee the minimum
starting and potential enrollment on which operations are based.
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In any State, the minimum number of graduates can only be chosen

as a criterion after adequate research on the relationships between
high school graduates and college potential enrollments has been com-
pleted and a mater agreement in viewpoint on the matter is reached.
When these figures are secured, experience will help in deciding what
high school graduating class size will produce the desired minimum
college enrollment.

In Washington State the enrollment in the public junior colleges in
actual practice has usually been found to be approximately 65 percent
of the number of high school graduates within 25 miles. A new junior
college, therefore, is estimated to reach this ratio in size in 2 years ex-
perience has shown this estimate to have a margin of error of lees than
1 percent.

The views expressed by the private 2-year college administrators
on the relationship of high school graduates to college enrollment
showed even less firmness than did those of the public college persons.
Although 28 of the 40 private college administrators responding
stated that the number of high school graduates was an important
criterion, 19 of these gave no specific figure of high school graduates.
The nine that did suggest a definite number recommended higher
figures than did the public 2-year college directors and administrators.
Briefly, two-thirds of the 61 giving a specific estimate for public col-
leges chose a minimum high school graduate figure under 1,000, and
more than two-thirds of the 9 giving a specific estimate for private

year colleges chose a minimum of over 1,000 high school gradu-
auk teitOn 25 miles of the school..,

re of Available Buildings

Many of the existing 2-year colleges began in temporary facilities,
high school building's, former elementary schools, abandoned military
bassi, and the like. Therefore, it seemed logical to pose the question
of availability of buildings as a consideration in establishing 2-year
colleges. The "no" answers appeared to be more emphatic than the
"yes" answers. Evidently, many of the persons contacted had ex-
perienced the use of "temporary" buildings that were in operation
for more than a lifetime.

Nevertheless, 52 of the 101 public college respondents believed that
the availability of buildings for temporary use was a desirable and
imports* criterion in establishing a new junior college. In addition,
four junior college leaden specified the use of at least one building,
two thought that there should be two buildings available, and five
suggested the use of a local high school building. Two of those re-
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turning the questionnaire indicated that the new junior college should
have separate buildings but should share certain facilities, such as
shops, gymnasiums, and athletic fields with a high school. The fol-
lowing were additional comments

A room for each so students, plus special faeilities, such as large dam-
rooms for large lecture sections;

Should have at least 15 classrooms ;

Adequate to house 200 students within first 2 years of operation ; and
Must meet State health and fire regulation&

Many of the comments advanced voluntarily by the 2-year college
administrators reflected two basic fears that (1) so-called temporary
facilities would be utilized unnecessarily long, and (2) their use would
forestall quick development of an institutional identity for the college.
Although many of the respondents thought this criterion was "very
often desirable or even a necessity," they chose to qualify their opin-
ions by adding such remarks as the following

Should not be followed unless carefully developed plans agreed onmust
have own core of instructors, offer Tome day courses, and after several years
have its own campus and facilities;

May be used temporarily if necessary, but building planned for compre-
hensive college is preferable ;

Temporary facilities should not become mot;
A clear and sure program for permanent buildings should be on hand ;

and,
Wide latitude here, provided good facilities are on the way in 8 years or

lea.

One administrator from a State which at present has no system of
public junior colleges commented, "Temporary facilities avail-
able * " a real necessity for starting junior colleges * if growth
of college is not Strte promoted. * * *"

Others did not object to the buildings being temporary, but they
did insist on separate facilities. The following are examples:

* should be separate and available for full-time programs.
Dual use of high school plants very questionable except for very
brief initial periods.

* * using high school facilities after high school classes
have finished their work is poor way to start a college. . Rather
have day classes in temporary buildings than late afternoon or
evening classes in excellent facilities.

Nine of those expressing their opinions on this criterion gated that
the use of temporary buildings or the sharing of some facilities was
not desirable. One respondent emphatically declared, "Stay out of
old buildings." Another administrator suggested ftarting in the
"skeleton of a proposed site." State dire:tort representing States
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'where the junior college movement has developed most fully recom-
mended that each new junior college should start with full new plant,
and that at least 2 to 3 years be spent in planning.

As a generalization, it may be said that the public 2-year college
administrators agree that it is desirable to use temporary buildings
when there is no other way to house a new junior college. However,
the weight of opinion was strongly in favor of a definite plan for
providing new and more desirable facilities within several years.

Sentiment among the private 2year college representatives cloeely
paralleled that of their colleagues in the public institutions Fifteen
of the 40 private administrators thought it desirable to have temporary
buildings available when starting a new junior college. Two admin-
istrators indicated that at least one building should be available; 8
respondents believed that the use of temporary buildings was unde-
sirable; 6 indicated that it was not applicable to their type of insti-
tutions; and 14 expressed no opinion of any kind. These were some of
the comments : "Holpful in getting started, but sometimes proved a
disadvantage later on"; and "frequently more of handicap than help
because temporary buildings continue to be used 'temporarily' for
many years."

The great hesitancy toward use of temporary facilities in establish-
ing 2-year colleges sounds a warning to persons interested in beginning
such colleges. In the interest of expediency, buildings constructed
originally for other purposes sometimes can be channelled into tem-
porary use for 2N-yer colleges. This should be done with caution
and with a plan for a more permanent housing of the college clearly
in mind. In the responses received, there was also considerable op-
position to the prolonged joint use of facilities by junior colleges and
other educational levels. The comment was frequently made that
temporary buildings were preferable to joint use of facilities with
a high school. In this is reflected a belief that a temporary arrange-
ment of joint use of high school facilities develops difficulties which
offset the advantages, particularly in situations where the enrollment
potential of the 2-year college is small. These comments would cer-
tainly suggest that where joint use of facilities with other educational
levels is proposed, plan and design should be used and not the pree-
sure of convenience and expediency.

Other Suggested Criteria

The topics discussed 90 far in this chapter are the criteria items
suggested in the interview form. Approximately one-fifth of the
141 respondents, beyond reacting to the criteria suggested to them,
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volunteered "other" items that they believed were necessary. The
on most often advanced are reviewed hem

Accessibility of Qualified Faculty.---The suggestion made most
frequently was the availability of qualified faculty. There was no
indication that this should be regarded as a criterion item, but both
publiceand private adminstrators considered this factor of prime
importance. In fact, it was implied in several cases that this was a
sine qua non for establishing 2-year colleges. Uneasiness about the
availability of qualified faculty was general among administrators
of higher institutions and reflects the growing procures caused by
rapid increases in enrollments.

Need for Educational Leadership.--Closely connected with the
availability of qualified faculty was the importance of educational
leadership. This was recommended by a number of respondents,
some of whom expressed the opinion that leadership trained for the
2-year college was essential at each step of the way in its establish-
ment. Trained effective leadership was believed essential for the
recognition of need for a new 2-year college, the development of a
survey, the solicitalion of interest and financial support, the selection
of the faculty, and the planning of the program and the facilities.

Student Services: Health, Financial, and Academic.--Many
the respondents made additional comments related to student services,
such as, "the economic status of the students should be considered,"
"tuition in many colleges eliminates the student on a Onancial basis,"
"consider also the socio-economic level of the population," "provtide
opportunities for part-time work for students," and "the student needs
guidance and help in personal problems, health, and finances as well
as studies."

In all of the 20 or more remaining suggestions found am.ong the
other criteria, there was no consistent pattern. For example, some
Said that the parallel or transfer curricula should represent the domi-
nating interest. Others stressed the terminal, vocational, and adult
needs of the community. Many specified adult education as a vital
part of the 2-year program. Many also urged greater attention to
the technical rather than to the trade-level vocational program& In
general, there was a constant reminder that the criteria developed
should be sufficiently flexible to permit each 2-year college to accom-
plish its purpose. Speaking of purposes, one respondent concluded
his contribution with the following statement: "Lastly, the junior
college movbment is still misunderstood by the public, and in some
areas and States there is considerable need foi an educational pro-
gram to explain the purpose of the community or junior college.

/ Some communities that can afford junior colleges and should have
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them are reluctant to start a college because they are not fully in-
formed as to the purpose of the junior college or the community
college."

Criteria in State Studies and Surveys
With the identification of 2-year colleges as a positive approach

to meeting rapidly growing demands for higher education has come
a greater attention to these institutions in statewide studies. Rarely
in recent years has a State examined its structure for post high
school education without including in the examination an appraisal
of the role of existing or possible new 2-year colleges. Some have
made studies of 2-year colleges alone without reference to other higher
institutions, but the greatest potential for sound statewide planning
seems to lie in comprehensive studies encompassing all types of higher
institutions.

Between 1946 and 1959, 95 published statewide studies of higher
education were completed. These have been published in separate
volumes by appropriate State agencies or as articles in professional
journals. While other studies may have been completed in this inter-
val, it is believed that the number examined constitutes a large pro-
portion of tie studies completed in this 13-year period.

Analysis of Criterion Items

In these 95 published State studies, 28 contain some specific refer-
ence to the criteria for establishment of 2-year colleges. Many of
the others considered 2-year colleges in higher education but did not
present statements or recommendations which could be viewed as
criteria for establishing 2-year colleges. Included in the 28 studies
mentioned above, Florida had four, and California, Illinois, and New
York each had two, so the total number of different States included
amounts to 22. The 'States which have made these studies between
1946 and 1959 are Alabama, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Florida,
Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Minneeota, New Mexico, New
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In
the 28 statewide studies mentioning criteria for the establishment of
2-year colleges, five criteria appeared most frequently. These are
summarised in table 9.
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Table 9.Criteria for Establishment of Public 2Year Colleges Most
Often Observed in 28 Statewide Studies

Criterion

a

rrequency of
occurrence

Nurnbet Percent

Potential enrollment in 2-year
college.

Assessed valuation

Evidence of local initiative._ ___

Proximity to other institutions_

13'urvey required_ ______ _ _

21

10

10

9

6

75

36

36

32

21

Usual deecriptkni of altos

(a) College enrollment: 30G-400.
(b) High school enrollment: 500-

(c)
900.

Total area population:
3,50D-200,000.

No consistent pattern : range,
$3-100 million.

Ptiorities based on evidences of
interest and initiative.

In \terms of commuting distance
of time.

Results to be presented to State
approving agency.

I Publlebed studies completed between 1916 and WS.

It is important to note that the criteria for establishing colle
as stated in the 28 published statewide higher education studies we
based on the needs and the particular patterns of control and support
that were indigenous to that State. Therefore, criteria recommended
for one State may not necessarily be the best for 'other States in the
Nat ion.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly, however, that statewide plan-
ning is a first requirement for the development of an effective system
of 2-year colleges. This view is generally accepted by persons re-
sponsible for advanced planning in higher education. The extent
to which the authors of this publication in particular believe in this
thesis can be seen in each State study which they conducted or in
which they participated. Two examples are chapter V of the North
Dakota survey 6 and the Virginia study.

Enrollment

In reviewing the criteria mentioned in the 28 studies from the 22
States, enrollment was the most frequently mentioned criterion. This
is not surprising for the ineffective, inadequate, and uneconomical
operation of 2-year colleges with very small enrollments has long

I Higher Relocation in North Dakota. A Report of a Surrey for North Dakota Legis-
lative Research Committee and State Board of Higher Education. U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education. Washington, D.C.: Vol. 1, October
1958.

S. V. Martorana, Ernest V. Hollis, Ken August Brunner, and D. Grant Morrison.
Needs, Policies, and Plans for 2-Year Colleges in Virtisia. Virginia State Council of
Higher Education. Richmond, Va.: December MM.
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been the target of critical comment. One of the main recommenda-
tions of the Second Report to the President, for example, contained a
warning regarding very small colleges. This recommendation MIS:

Recognizing that community colleges are uniquely equipped to meet the
particular needs of the individual community and to be responsive to the
diverse interests of its citizens, the Committee recommends that communi-
ties anticipating substantial growth in student population consider the
2-year college as a possible solution of some of the problems of providing
additional educational opportunities. However, the Committee also urgesthat this possibility be approached with caution. Careful planning is
essential to ensure success for this kind of educational program. There are
already many colleges too small to be economical. Community planning
must be closely related to State and regional planning in order to avoid the
possibility of developing still more small, uneconomic units. The errors
that were made in developing too many small high schools should not be
repeated in the development of community colleges. Any community col-
lege program should be financed in such fashion as not to weaken financial
support of the community's elementary and secondary schools. Without
sound planning, what might have become a mayor community asset may
become a community disappointment!

Minimum enrollmi;iit, or minimum potential enrollment was men-
tioned in 21 of the 28 studies. The potential enrollment was expressed
in terms of high school enrollment or in total population. The mini-
mum enrollment for the 2-year college ranged from 175 in the Mary-
land study to 400 in the studies in California, Florida, and Minnesota.
The arithmetic mean was 300 and the median was between 300 and 320.
High school enrollments, when used as a criterion for the potential
enrollment of a 2year college, ranged from 500 in Oregon to 900 in
Wyoming with 800 being given most frequently as the desirable
minimum.

There was considerable variation in the amount and the base used
for the potential enrollment in terms of population. For example,
both the Alabama study and the 1955 Florida study stated that popu-
lation_ should be "large enough to justify" establishment of a 2-year
institution. The Michigan study recommended a population of 1,200
persons aged 18 to 19 and 2,000 persons aged 19 to 21 in the county.
Minnesota suggested a minimum population of 3,500 for regional
junior colleges, whereas Wisconsin recommended a county population
of 19,000. The Texas study stated that a district having a population
of more than 200,000 should have more than one junior college with
one college for the first 150,000 and an additional college for each
additional population unit of 200,000.

8ftend Itoport to the Pres4des8 (Dwight D. Eisenhower). The President's Committeeon Education Beyond the High ilehooL Washington : U.S. Ownerassest Printing Mee,July 1957. p. 72.
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Assessed Yds:maims

Suggestions for assessed valuation varied considerably with the
dollar amount ranging from $3 million for a district junior college

. in Minnesota to $60 million for a junior college district in Arizona.
The 1957 California study recommended a tax base of $100 million,
whereas Noith Carolina and Pennsylvania suggested an "adequate tax
base." Ateessed valuation without any dollar minimum was accepted
as a criterion in the studies in Alabama, Georgia, Florida (1955), and
Illinois (1956) . Wyoming suggested raising the required valuation
in the State law from $20 million to $30 million. A topic infrequently
mentioned in the studies was that in different States and even in

different sections within a State great variations were found in the
methods of assessing property. Some States may assess property
at 50 percent of its "true value," while others are far below this
percentage.

Survey. Required

Six State studies specified that a local area survey be required
Alabama, Arizona, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Washington, and
Wisconsin. Statewide as.f-well as ctoTmunity surveys were MOM-
mended in Alabama. The Wisconsin study advised that a survey of
the plans and expectations of high 'school Seniors be made. In some

studies a further recommendation was made that the responsible
State agency either assist in setting up the study, supervise the study,
or do the study itself.

Evideoce of Need

The 1957 studies in Florida, Illinois, and Michigan, and the 1948
New York study, are illustrations of State studies which considered
evidence of need for 2-year colleges. Illinois based its consideration
on an analysis of the socioeconomic characteristics of the local, area,
whereas New York stated that the colleges first to be established
should be located in the communities where the need was greatest.
Out of the studies of socioeconomic factors which prevailed in various
counties in the State, Florida developed a priority system for the
establishment of junior colleges based primarily on the needs of the
local area The Michigan project also developed an order of priority
for founding new 2-year colleges.
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Local Initiative
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Another consideration which has received much attention as a cri-
terion for establishment in State studies is the evidence of local initia-
tive or support. The 10 State studies that, made recommendations in
this area include: Arizona; Florida, 1049, 1955; Illinois, 1946, 1957;
New York, 1848,1966; North Carolina ; Rhode Island; and Washing-
ton. Only one State, Connecticut, advised that a full public discussion
take place in the locality, and two State studies, Alabama and Arizona,
suggested a favorable vote of the people as a desired criterion. Only
two States, North Carolina and Oregon, made any specific mention
of adequate physical plant facilities as a criterion.

Proximity to Similar or Different institutions ofHigher Education

Invariably, the issue of duplication of services or the possibility
of competition among neighboring colleges arises when an overall look
is taken at a State's needs for higher education. There were nine
studies which included proximity to other institutions in their list
of criteria for 2-yea colleges. These include studies in Alabama;
California, 1957; Connecticut; Florida, 1955; Illinois, 1957; Min-
nesota; New Mexict, ; Pennsylvania; and Wisconsin.

Only the Minnesota study suggested an actual mileage requirement
between institutions. The others indicated or implied that no new
institution should be established within commuting distance of an
existing institution. However, some important local differences are
notable. It is doubtful that this last requirement would be acceptable
in cities of very large population concentration, such as Los Angeles,
Chicago, or New York, which already have several junior colleges
within commuting distance. As observed in the opinions expressed
by the administrators on this criterion, additional factors, such as
population density, condition of highways, topographical and weather
conditions, and types of programs offered by existing colleges, will
need to be considered in determining what is a reasonable commuting
range to a proposed 2-year college and the extent to which it would
neat other institutions.

Summary

In 'reviewing iv° sections of this chapter, it is apparent that
there is conside ble agreement between the views of the 141 admin-
istrators of 2-year colleges and the statements found in the 28 pub-
lished statewide studies. The resemblance is not particularly- strong
between the statewide studies and the administrators of private 2-
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year colleges. Howeyer, the criterion items suggested by the State
studies are nearly identical with those given by the administrators
of public 2-year colleges.

In the survey of leadership opinions and published studies, ten
items were considered of major importance. These items, reviewed
briefly below with an indication of the relative importance of each,
include enrollment, financial support., community interest, unmet
student needs, accessibility of students, assessed valuation, total popu-
latie number of high school graduates within 25 miles, proximity,
and available buildings for use temporarily.

Enrollment

Enrollment was considered an eRsential criterion by public and pri-
vate administrators and in the majority of State studies. For public
2-year colleges, a suggested starting enrollment of 100-300 students
was the preferred minimum of 48 out of 70 that gave a specified
figure. The preferred potential enrollment was 400-600 for public
2-year colleges as expressed by administrators of these institutions.
The State studies recommended 300-400 as minimum enrollment.
For private 2-year colleges, 200-300 minimum starting enrollment
received the greatest preference. In the private colleges, 200-400
potential and 400-600 potential enrollments received almost equal
preference. .There were many different methods suggested for meas-
uring potential enrollment.

Financial Support

Although this general term was not commonly found in State
studies, it was considered an es8ential criterion by both public and
private administrators. For the public 2-year colleges, $600 per
student per year was the perferred minimum. No yearly minimum
was secured for private 2:year colleges. Public 2-year colleges
agreed that student fees should be kept low with the mazimiim one-
third of the total cost. Other sources including State and locality
should provide the balance. No general pattern was ditia;rnible
except that the pattern should be the one most appropriate for each

*State. For private 2-year colleges, the median was at a minimum
student fee between 60 and 70 percent of-the total cost. Other sources,
such as gifts, dohations, and endowments, should provide the rest.
In general, church-related 2-year, colleges had lower minimum per-
centages from the. student than had the non-church-related. Church-
related schools appeared to'favdr a set denominational contribution
per student ($200 a year suggested).
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Commamity interest

Both public and private 2-year college administrators believed
this to be a very important criterion. A variety of measuring devices
were suggested, especially for public 2-year colleges. In 10 State
studies, local initiative was believed essential. This initiative may
be considered a tangible evidence of jnterest.

Unmet Student Needs

This was considered a very important criterion. Both public and
private 2-year college administrators believed it was necessary to
know the unmet student needs and suggested a survey or a study
should be conducted for this purposc. The private colleges said that
the role of the institution must be related to the unmet needs. Noneof the State studies considered 'unmet student needs as a- specific
criterion, although many did so by inference.

Accessibility to Students

Accessibility was considered an important criterion for public
2-year colleges. Two measures of accessibility were suggested : a
30-mile maximum each way, and the other, 1-hour travel each way.
Accessibility appeared less important to the private colleges and was
not specifically mentioned as a criterion in any State study.

41.

Assessed Valuation

This was considered a desirable criterion item for public 2-year
colleges, being closely related to adequate support. A dollar minimum
is not realistic without taking into account the peculiar tax and
financial patterns of each State. Az,: ::%; valuation appears to be
of no value as a criterion for private colleges except as an index of
the wealth of the area. It should be mentioned that no other items
except potential enrollment and community interest received more
attention.

Number of High Scbool Graduates Within 23 Miles

Both public and private 2-year college administrators considered
this a useful criterion. For public 2-year colleges, this minimum was
closely related to the potential enrollment. No minimum can be set
for the entire country, for the patterns of college attendance vary

mow 0.40..4
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greatly. 'Of those expressing opinions, two-thirds of those interested
in public 2-year colleges chose a minimum high school graduation
figure under 1,000. Two-thirds of those interested in private 2-year
colleges chose a minimum of over 1,000. In statewide studies, more
attention was given to high school enrollments than to high school
graduates.

Total Population

Both public and private 2-year college administrators considered
total population a desirable criterion item. For the public 2-year
colleges, there were two minimums suggested. One was 25,000 to
50,000, and the other was 100,000 to 200,000. The minimum would
appear to be related to the predominant population distribution pat-
tern within the State. For the private 2-year colleges, 70 percent of
those giving a specific estimate chose a minimum population of over
100,000 within 25 miles. In statewide studies, there were only three
specific references to total population, although two others stated that
the population should be "large enough to justify" the establishrfient
of a 2-year college.

Proximity

From the viewpoint of 2-year college administrators, proximity
was believed to have some importance as a criterion. The largest
group of respondents included many factors, such as population den-
sity and curricula offerings, for consideration along with proximity.
Preference was given to considering proximity only in similar insti-
tutions offering similar programs. Nine State studies gave consider=
able attention to this item, but only one stipulated a specific mileage
requirement.

sr

Available Buildings for Use Temporarily

This criterion item was not included in any of the State studies.
Some administrators said it had some slight importance as a criterion.
The respondents believed that the use of temporary buildings was a
last resort if no other means could be found.

* * *

The responses received included many suggestions of other items
to include in the list of criteria. Such items as educational leader-
ship, adequately trained . faculty, understanding of the role of the
2-year colleges, and guidance and. placement services certainly do
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contribute to the success of a 2-year college. These items were notdiscussed in this chapter because they were mentioned infrequentlyand because they did not possess the quality of specificity found inthe basic criteria.

Informed opinion indicates that there are certain basic criteriathat are necessary to meet before consideration can validly be givento establishing a 2-year college. After these are met, however, thereremain still other factors to be considered in the implementation ofan institution. These implementation factors are very importantand merit extensive study at a later date.



CHAPTER W

Some Proposed Criteria and Guidelines
for Action

THE MAJOR PI RPOSE of this study has been to contribute to
an understanding of the necessary condition or conditions under

which a 2-year college can be established with a reasonable assurance
of success. The search for these conditions hits included an examina-
tion of State laws, published State regulations, statewide studies
Of higher education, and a considerable sample of informed opinion.

Before making particular observations about criteria pertinent
to the establishment of public and private 2-year colleges, certain
general conclusions may be drawn from the data gathered in the study
and from the experiences and observations of the authors. Foremost,
continued improvement of status of 2-year colleges demands that
they be planned on sound, objective grounds and not allowed to de-
velop in a haphazard manner. The public or private agency which
has responsibility for the establishment of any 2-year college should
be aware of the consequences of failure to operate an institution effec-
tively once it is begun. When failure occurs, it usually is occasioned
by allowing an institution to start without a reasonable assurance of
sufficient enrollment, adequate financing, or other pertinent
requirements.

Four general principles stand out clearly as a guide for proposed
criteria:

An agency which is considering or promoting a new 2-year college,
therefore, should set up for itself specific criteria which can be used
to judge the feasibility of establishing a 2-year college in a specific
area.

The criteria selected should be reviewed periodically by the re-
sponsible agency which may be a Staadepartment of education, State
board of higher education, or an educational board of a church. This
review should be related to changing social and economic conditions.

60
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The criteria for public 2-year colleges should, therefore, not be
written in laws, but should be included in the regulations of the
approving agency.

There is no one set of criteria which can be used satisfactorily by
public or private 2-year colleges throughout the United States. Data
an equation expressing success in terms of a nymber of constants and
variables and representing multiple correlation would not appear
practical.

A ACriteria for Public 2-Year Colleges

For States wishing to deTelop criteria for the establishment of
public 2-year colleges or for States wishing t9i examine their present
criteria in terms of changing conditions, thek,onclusions and general-
izations which follow are offered as guidelines. At the outset of this
presentation, attention is called to the fact that they are directed

those controlled by local, district, ai regional boards, as opposed to

largely at the establishment of local/Sublic 2-year colleges, that is,
ll

State 2-year colleges or 2-year centers of State colleges or universities.

Missimum Ina POISIStitil EtWO

Relatively few sources used this study recommended a 2-year
college of less than 200 studen
for a.beginning college was
limit being preferred espec
comprehensive in its p
estimate the potential

The 200-400 range of enrollment
one most frequently found, the upper

y where the college planned was to be
. Different methods can be used to

llment. Among these, however, estimates
based on high school*rollment or high school graduates and those
related to the num of persons 18 or 19 years old in the area appear
most often. Rel ively few sources supported use of enrollment esti-
mates made irk rms of total population.

A potent enrollment of 400 full-time students at the end of
5 years w uld appear to be necessary to provide adequate breadth of

for a 2- ear college. To insure such a potential, an enroll-
ment 4,900 students in the 3-year high schools of the area or 1,200-
1,500,tudents in 4-year high schools is considered a minimum.

Finanfr"sal Support

Assessed valuation is frequently mentioned ih State laws, State
studies, and by leaders in the junior college movement as a useful
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facteir in establishing desirable support levels. The range of pro-
posals of an adequate assessed valuation, however, appears so great
that no.useful generalization is possible. Moreover, assessed valua-
tion, when considered singly, is not meaningful. The tax millage
available to raise revenue for college operations, the level of State
support available, and the tuition charged must, also be considered.

In setting desirable criteria for support, the student tuition to be
charged should be among the first considerations. Although most
public junior colleges stress low tuition charges, only a few States,
notably, California, Florida, and Washington, have legal restrictions
on this subject. strong consensus was found in this study that in
no public 2-year college should tuition exceed 35 percent of the total
cost. The other 65 percent or more must,\therefore, come from other
available source's. If the State supplies an amount equal to that
raised by student charges (35 percent), the remaining percentage will
need to be secured from the district. It is then not difficult to deter-
mine the combination of minimum assessed valuation and millage
rate needed to support a 2-year college at a given level of operating
costs. For example, if 2 mills is agreed upon as a reasonable millage
rate and the amount needed to be raised locally is $50,000, it will be seen

000 x 1,000that the $ 50,eneeded minimum valuation is or $25,000,000.
2

This, in combination with equal amounts bf support from the student
and the State, would provide $500 per student per year for operating
purposes; a minimal support level in view of actual costs in most
States with public 2-year colleges.

From this it is evident that criteria for support will need to be
closely related to the tax pattern of the State. Where the student
and the State pay most of the cost of operation, assessed valuation
is not as necessary a criterion to consider as when the local district
carries most. of the burden. However, an "adequate support pattern"
is always essential so that the student may be assured of quality edu-
cation. Yet, in seeking this goal,, constant concern is needed lest
the tuition charges be set so high as to price, out of higher educational
opportunity any qualified and capable students.

Accessibility of Location to Students

In order for 2-year colleges to fulfill their primary function, they
need to be located conveniently to the homes of the students. This
fact is recognized in'most State laws which allow local political sub-
divisions, counties, or school districts to establish these colleges. Con-
sistently, statewide studies of need for 2-year colleges advocate the
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principle of accessibility of colleges to students, and on this point,
strong agreement was found among State directors and administrators
of public 2-year colleges.

In general, where a 2-year "commuting" college is being considered,
accessibility by public transportation is a major (necessity. Rela-
tively few public 2-year colleges provide transportation for their
students. At present, 1 hour each way devoted to travel would appear
to set the practical limit of maximum daily commuting time. Experi-
ence has shown that beyond this limit the student potential drops
rapid%

Evidence of Local Interest

Evidence of local interest is perhaps the most difficult criterion to
establish and to follow objectively. Perhaps the most explicit dem-
.ongtration of local interest is a vote of the people in the area to be
served by the college, and this is required in most States which have
enabling legislation for 2-year colleges. Some other suggestions
emerged from this study which may be helpful in setting up realistic
bases for appraising local interest in a 2-year college. One of the
most important of these is the requirement that the locality applying
for a 2-year college conduct a local study of need. This should be
done under the direction of the State-level approving agency. The
study should be designed to provide an accurate picture of the local
unmet need for higher education, the projection of high school enroll-
ment and potential college enrollment, the present and expected in-
dustrial development, and other factors as specified by the approving
agency. Another useful measure of community interest in, as well
as need for, higher education is found in the plans and expectations
of high school seniors. This should be made a part of the local area
study.

Proximity to Other Institutions of Higher Education
fA number of States have laws or regulations *ling with prox-

imity. These include, for example, the law in the State of Washing-
ton specifying that no junior college may be approved in any county
in which there is a recognized institution of higher education. Some
States have indicated that no 2-year college may be established within
so many miles of another similar institution. This factor of proximity
is also found consistently among the criteria considered in statewide
studies of need for 2-year colleges in a State program of higher
learning.
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Conceivably, the establishment of a fixed requirement to regulate
the proximity of higher institutions may have served a useful pur-
pose in the formative years of the 2-year college and helped to avoid
some competition between institutions. Such criteria are gradually
disappearing and, in terms of the more clearly defined and unique
role of the 2-year college, may now be considered anachronisms. For
example, California has a definite policy whereby both State colleges
and 2-year colleges are established in localities where population needs
justify _tese institutions. As more pmgress is ttade in statevOde
planning of higher Mucation, there will be less necessity for legal or
regulatory restrictions in the proximity of institutions.

Therefore, it appears inadvisable that any specific distance limi-
tation between colleges be used as a criterion in locating 2-year
colleges. In heavily populated areas, there may te a university or
State college and several 2-year colleges all in the same city. There
should, of course, be avoidance of unnecessary duplication, but the
agency responsible for approving new 2-year colleges can well be
guided by a survey or study of the educational needs of an area with-
out relying on the arbitrary distance limitation used in the past.

The feasible and useful criteria for establishment of local or district
public 2-year colleges may be summarized under three major con-
siderations. These are : (1) Potential enrollment in the 2-year col-
lege; (2) the indications of a reliable and adequate level of financial
support ; and (3) evidence of local interest, and d,esire for a college.
Other factors such as proximity to existing colleges can be reviewed
in a study of the extent to which they support or detract from the
three main factors named. In general, however, if the potential for
enrollment is high, financial resources' adequate, and local interest
high, a 2-year college in a locality can be envisioned with confidence.

/Criteria for Establishing 2-Year Centers

To-year centers are different in several important ways from the
2-year colleges which are operating under local or district auspices
or as autonomous 2-year State colleges. Centers or branches of 4-year
colleges or universities in the main have a very definite and tightly
drawn administrative and fiscal identification with the higher insti-
tution with which they are affiliated.

Few written statements can be found of policy regarding criteria
for 2-year centers or branches. It would appear that in general a
2-year center or a 2-year branch results from the expansion Qf an
extension program.
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Procedures for Establishing Centers
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The procedure of founding a center usually follows a fairly definite
pattern. The pattern, with some slight variations, has been observedin the establishment of the 14 Commonwealth Centers of Pennsylvania
State University and the centers of other major universities in Penn-
sylvania, the 7 Freshman-Sophomore Centers of the University of
Wisconsin, and the centers or branches of 4-year colleges or universitiesfound in Virigina, New Mexico, and public and private colleges inother States. First, a request is received from a certain town ordistrict asking a 4-year college or university to provide one or more
extension courses in the community. Often, the first courses requested
are in teacher education needed for employed teachers to earn
advanced degrees and to improve themselves professionally. The
extension courses are provided as requested, sometimes using as
instructors qualified persons who live in the locality and are approved
by the. university. In other instances, members of the regular
academic staff of the university travel to the area to teach the extension
courses, or both procedures in staffing are followed. The locality
provides the physical facilities for the classes, and th6 students
enrdlled in the course pay most of the cost of instruction through
tuition or general fees. If the services are well received, a varietyof courses are soon provided every evening of the week and often on
Saturday morning as well.

As the services in the locality become established, more formal steps
are taken to consolidate the courses into programs and to crystalize
the character of the center or branch. A part-time coordinator or
resident director is employed to determine what additional courses
v:ould likely be successful, and otherwise to administer the operations
of the unit. A permanent physical site is acquired. For example, the
Wisconsin law authorizes counties through county taxes to provide
buildings for the University of Wisconsin Centers, and in Penn-
sylvania and New Mexico, formal procedures haZe been established
whereby this is also done. Depending on the attitude of the 4-year
college or university, the strength of the local area needs for the
program provided, and other factors both in the locality and the
colleges involved, the program fades out, remains fairly constant, or
expands into a permanent center or branch.

The center or branch, when finally and fully established, usually
has a full-time administrative staff and a number of full-time resident
instructors who are selected by the resident director and supervised
by him under the general administration of various colleges, divisions,
or departments of the parent 4-year college or university. These are
supplemented by other staff from the university who teach at the
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center or branch on a part-time basis. Often, individual courses of
the upper-division or graduate level are offered at the center or branch
as well as a full array of. freshman and sophomore arts and science
courses. Although some 2-year centers, such as those of Pennsylvania
State University, offer 2-year courses for technicians and semi-
professional workers, most centers offer programs heavily oriented
to the freshman-sophomoie arts and sciences. At the time when the
center is established on a permanent basis, usually three significant
developments occur in public; institutions. These three concomitant
occurrences include : (1) A drop in student fees to more nearly approxi-
mate those charge& foridentical courses on the parent campus; (2) an
increase in State aid for the parent. institution to balance out the loss
in income occasioned by lowering tuition ; and (3) a demand upon the
community for a reaffirmation of its faith in the center by contrib-
uting a part or all of the money necessary to establish permanent
facilities. As has been noted, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and New
Mexico illustrate this fact in that capital expenditures are required
from the district in which the center is located. In New Mexico, the
locality is also expected to paya part of the operational casts. Among
privately controlled institutions, similar observations cannot be
reported because these institutions rely heavily on student tuition
and fees for operating revenue, both for the branches and for the
parent institution.

Summary of Criteria

From the above description, several conclusions may be drawn.
In the first place, the initiative for the establishment of a center or-
branch must oblviously come from the community. The success of
the institution is determined by the community's awareness of the
need for services. Where a college arbitrarily decides to set up ex-
tension work in a community, competition and friction can result
which is harmful not only to the center but to the parent institution
as well. Coordination of effort is clearly called for in situations
where two or more 4-year colleges or tkniversities feel themselves to
be in a position to meet local educational needs by establishing a
center. Provision of identical services in a locality by two or more
universities indicates lack of statewide planning, creates many knotty
problems, and weakens public enthusiasm and support of the program.

In establishing 2%-year branches, the size of the enrollment, it ap-
pears, is not considered so important as it is in other types of public
2-year colleges. With the center or branch, all that. is required is
sufficient enrollment to fill a number of individual courses or a pro-
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gram. The center can advertise its willingness to provide any higher
education course for which an adequate preregistration is received.
There is a lack of clear-cut evidence of the costs of operation and
breadth of educational services of branches as compared to other types
of 2-year colleges. Such data, if available, would likely show that
from 200 to 400 students are needed for a program of minimum scope
and economicaloperat ion.

Financial support is not considered particularly important in the
initial stages of a 2-year branch. The student pays most, if not all,
of the cast, the locality supplies the physical facilities, and staff needs
are usually met by academic personnel employed by the parent insti-
tution and paid extra for services rendered to extension teaching or
by employing qualified personnel who reside in the community.If the objective of a locality is to acquire a permanent service, the
establishment of a 2-year branch must be based on determinations
quite like those stated for other types of 2-year institutions. There
must, be evidence of need at a fairly consistent level ; that is, enroll-
ment potential must be demonstrable and strong. The community
must be aware of its need for higher education and must request
services from the 4--year college or university. Ultimately, financial
resources to support a full-time resident atiminiorative and teaching
staff must be acquired. In contrast to the essential elements for estab-
lishment of a local, district, or State 2-year college, establishment of a
center or branch requires the presence of a 4-year college or university
which is willing to serve on a permanent basis the communities adja-
cent to its own campus.

Criteria for Establishment of Private 2-Year Colleges

Before considering the criteria necessary for the establishment of
private 2-year colleges, it would seem desirable to review briefly theunique characteristics of these institutions. Although admittedly
not found in all private junior colleges, there are a number of charac-teristics which are believed to be representative of many of these
institutions. Most, private 2-year colleges are residential, not com-muting colleges. Most private 2-year colleges provide emphasis on
religious or philosophical concerns in conformance with the avowedpurpose of the school. According to the 1960 directory of the
American Association of Junior Colleges, 154 of the total number
of 279 private junior colleges are thurch-related institutions. .Mostprivate i-year, colleges draw students from a wider geographicalarea than do the public 2-year colleges since they do not have a local
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district or area responsible for their support and control. Similarly,
most/private 2-year colleges endeavor to attract students who have
a effinmunity of interests. The physical community surrounding
the college is not usually served except where a limited number of day
students attend. Most Private 2-yenr colleges appear to have objec-
tives that are more concerned with teaching the students how to live
than they are with teaching them how to earn a living. They usually
provide SOMP courses in general ednention and n limited number of
terminal programs an4 place more emphasis on the academic than
on the technical. There is a tendency for private 2-year colleges to
be for men only or for women only. Colleges for women are more
prevalent than colleges for men; 74 of the total number of private
2-year colleges are for women only and 45 for men only.

Private 2-year colleges receive most of their financial support from
tuition, endowments, and gifts. These endowments and gifts some-
times come from agencies within the community. There also are some
instances where the community in which the college is located provides
the site and part of the funds to moist in capital construction.
Shenandoah College, Will be located in Winchester, Va., is
an illustration. As a rule, however, no public funds are available
to the private college for current operations.

With these distinctive traits of private 2-year colleges in mind,
it becomes evident that the criteria for the establishment of public
?-year colleges are not completely appropriate for the establishment
IV private 2-yeAr colleges. Although son* of t he criteria bear signifi-
cance to both types of institutions, the relative importance would
not be the same for the Private as for the public college. In general,
the projections of enrollment and expectations of financial support
are likely two of the major considerations. These were paramount
considerations for public 2-year colleges also, but they need a different
approach when a private 2-year college is under study. In a recent
reports prepared by R. Orin Cornett, the minimal figures of a potential
enrollment. of at least 300 students for a pr' ate junior college and an
initial outlay of $4,000 per student are specified "if a college is to
operate successfully, efficiently, economically, and enduringly."'
For a church-related independent junior college, the potential enroll-
ment, may be estimated by examining the experience of similar col-
leges. For example, if the institution can secure the number of high
school graduates among the church families within the service area,
itcan then estimate from the experience of similar colleges the per-

1 Report of o Survey of PoteNtiolities for a College ill Mobile, Alabama, prepared an a
service of the U.S. Department of Health, Eduent$on, and Welfare; Office of Education,
Division of Higher Education, for the Alabama Baptist Convention, September 1959, by
R. Orin Cornett.
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tentage of these graduates who vcould be likely to choose to attend
the college. It then would add to this potential a number representing
the percentage of high school graduates from families of other faiths
who might be expected to attend.

Summary of Criteria

It is believed that a private 2-year college should have a potential
enrollment of at least 300 students. Emphasis must be placed. on
the fact, however, that although 300 Mudentsonay be adequate for
a beginning college, additional economies can be expected with an
institution that has a larger enrollment.

A subsidy of at least $200 per full-time student per year supplied
by the supporting organization seems to be essential. This is espe-
cially.true if the private school is church-related, for in general the
fees of the private church-related 2-year colleges are lower than for
a private non-church-related 2-year college.

Although the two conclusions given above appear to be the most
important, other consid6mtions were frequently mentioned by admin-
istrators intimately connected with private 2-year colleges. The con-
sensus expressed by the persons may be summarized by the following
paragraph.

Obviously, any college .needs community backing. This is not only
in the viewpoint of gifts and donations, but also in providing 'a
favorable climate in w.hich the college may operate. It is essential to
discover the attitude- of the community regarding the need for higher
education and whether or not these needs are being adequately met.
An index of the attitude of the community may be found in its will-
inness to support educational, health, and cultural agencies within
its environs. A community in which little attention is given to art,
music, and higher education may have great need for a private 2-
year-college but may not be the most desirable in which to establish
such an institution.

Especially pertinent- to criteria are the comments expressed by one
of the respondents, "There can be no set criteria for the establishment
of a junior ('%ollege without. specific reference to the purpose, programs,
and locale to be served. All answers to the questions you have asked
depend upon the purposes of the institution pmposed, whether co-
educational or not, whether residential or not., and on whether a col-
lege-parallel curriculum, a program on general education, or terminal
or technical program is proposed. After collecting this information
in any .given situation, some conclusions and an appropriate design
should be very easy to develop."

Sit 0, Akio Academie Viee President of Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.
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Basic Criteria for 2-Year Colleges

There can be no one valid set of criteria for the establishment of
all 2-34ar colleges. The most important criterion is a requirement
of a study of the area and constituency to be served by the proposed
college. , The importance of this approach cannot be overemphasized.
In the conducting of the study, four other criteria can be'examined;
potential enrollment, financial support., community interest, and the
educational needs of students likely to enroll in the institution.

When public 2-year colleges are being considered, the first. step
should be to conduct a statewide study of higher education. In
this study, the criteria governing establishment of 2-year colleges
should be set up, for the role of the 2-year institutions can best be
understood y examining the areas of responsibility of all types of
post-high school institutions.. a statewide study has developed
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the establishment of 2-year
colleges in a State, local community studies and efforts to found new
institutions can be undertaken with clarity of purpose and assurance
of success.

There is always danger in setting up minimum requirements lest
these requireinents be accepted as a standard. From his 16 years as an
administrator of community colleges and long years as ex,e,cutive
secretary of the American Association of Junior Colleges, Jesse Bogue
wrote that he was "stronOy inclined torecommend a college of from
400 to, 500 students." He further added, "Granted a favorable lam-

. tion and strong financial backing from independent sources, the writer
would plan for an independents junior college of 500 students for
both men and women as coordinate education."'

The private institution frequently has been the pioneer in .educa-
tion. This is especially true in the junior college field. It will not
supersede the public 2-year college, nor will it be eliminated by the
more extensive growth of the public 2-year college. Both are needed.
As there are many types of 'private 2-year colleges, any further gen-
eralizations regarding criteria for their establishment do not at this
time appear to be especio lly tenable.

Additional studies are needed to establish guidelines for securing
..,inform ation needed to determine whether or not a specific type of
private 2-year college should be established as well as the conditions
under which its success can best be secured. In this connection, atten-
tion can be called also to the need to relate studies of criteria for
2-year colleges to those of 4-year ipstitufions. Both need to be estab-
lised and maintained on the basis of clearly defined objectives. And

s deice Parker Bogue, The Community College. New York : McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1950. p. 100.
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in this, the interrelatedness but yet distinctiveness of 2-year and 4-year
colleges need to be recognized and preserved.

Some denominations have established 2-year colleges as an initial
step toward the development of 4-year institutions. This practice
appears to detract from effective accomplishment of the proper pur-
poses of both types of institution4. Indeed, some 4-year colleges
might be well advi4ed to become 2-year colleges and some of the very
small 2-year colleges, might well be combined with other small 2-year
,colleges operated under the same agency. Such changes would pro-
vide a broader, more adequate service to the student, more acceptable
salaries to the staffs, and stronger, more enduring units in higher
education.

Guidelines for State Legislation Relating to Public 2-Year
Colleges

Repeatedly, during the course of this study, the authors have been
requested to translate their findings into a statement of guidelines
for State legislation relating to 2-year colleges. Moreover, they have
received many requests for such a statement from State officials
responsible for planning or supervising stateWide programs of 2-year
colleges. This section of the report is included, therefore, to pro-
mote more effective State legislative enactments relating to 2-year
colleges. Other studies have shown that shortcomings in legislation
once created, are extremely difficult to correct and that much legis-
lative attention and energy is consumed in the effort to do so.* .

' As a general principle, a State law enabling establishment of 2-year
colleges should be phrased in broad, permissive terms, setting forth
the basic conditions to be met and procedures to be followed by the
agency or agencies authorized to set up and operate these institutions.
Specific criteria for establishing a 2-year college and detailed restric-
tive statements should not be included in State laws. Recognizing
these basic precepts, therefore, sound laws can greatly expedite the,
orderly and consistent deMopment of 2-year colleges. These laws
should--71

1. Designate a pattern for organization and control of the individual 2-year
institutions to be established In the State. This should be consistent
with the antecedent history and development of education in the State.

4 8. V. Martorana, "The Legal Status of Public 2-Year Colleges," American Junior Col-
Seger,. Hesse P. Bogue (editor). Washington : American Council on Education, 1956, p.
17-29 ; and Hollis, Land, and Martorana, Survey of State Legislation Relating to Higher
Education, July 1, 1958, to December 31, 1959, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (Office of Education Circular 618). Washington : U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1960.
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2. Establish the procedure and level of State support to be given per student
for current operations and for capital outlay. This should be expressed
in terms of a fraction of the total cost rather than in dollar amounts
because proportionate parts of total costs automatically adjust the support
formula to changes in economic conditions.

8. Establish or designate a State approval agency for 2-year colleges. This
agency may be the State board of education or the State superintendent
of public instruction ; it may be the State board of higher education ;
or it may be a separate board or commission established to be the 2-year
college agency.

4. Give this approval agency the power within the general provisions of
the law to:

a. Establish the role of the 2-year college in the State.
b. Develop criteria necessary for the establishment of 2-year colleges.
c. Administer the State financial support program.
d. Set up a survey form to be used for local surveys of need and poten-

tial for 2-year colleges. Provide supervision in the conducting of
survey4 and require that the regults of the study be used in review-
ing the application for approval to establish. Use the survey results
to set up priorities.

e. Require that the initiative to establish 2-year colleges come from the
area to be served.

f. Establish standardii in programs, instruction services, and facilities
to be met by 2-year colleges claiming State support

g. Assist in the coordination of all post-high school institutions.
h. Evaluate periodically the 2-year colleges in terms of objectives,

programi, instruction, facilities, and support



APPENDIX A

Statutory and Regulatory Criteria in Opera-
tion in 1959 for the Establishment of 2-
Year Colleges, by States

Criterion
High school average daily

attendance.

Action for initiating a 2-year
college.

Alabama
There are no public Junior or community colleges
in Alabama and no provision is made in the law
for theii establishment. Alabama State College
operates a 2-year branch in Mobile ; however,
'information concerning official criteria for its
establishment is not available.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2ryear colleges.

Alaska
Qualified school districts are identified as those
having an average daily membership during the
previous school year of at least 175t high school
students.

Criteria in State Law8
(See above statement)

Application of local school board to University
of Alaska.

State agency approval.........._.Board 'of Regents of the University of Alaska
establishes community colleges, including voca-
tional and academic programs of instruction
applicable to grades 18-14. 0958)

560.50 0-40---41

'ft

There are no regulations regarding criteria be-
yond those stipulated in the laws governing
2year colleges.

78
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Criterion
High school average

attendance.
Assessed valuation

- Arizona
There are two types of districts in Arizona
the high school and the union or county high
school district.

Criteria in State Canso

daily 100 or more in high school district ; 200 or more
in union or county district (1927)

$5,000,0(X) for high school district ; $5,000,000 for
union or county district. (1927)

There are no regulations regarding criteria be-
yond those stipulated in the laws governing
2-year colleges.

Criterion
School population

Assessed valuation

Arkansas

The laws of Arkansas make no provisions for
the establishdent of Junior or community col-
leges., Arkansas State College operates a 2-year
branch at Beebe. Information concerning official
criteria for its establishment is not available.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

California
In California there are two types of districts in
which a junior college can be establishedthe
junior college district and the 'unified school
district. The Junior college district is identified
as including all the territory in one high school
district or in two or more contiguous high school
or unified districts. The unified school district
includes all the territory in one or more high
school districts and one or more unified school
districts provided all such districts are
contiguous.

Criteria in State Laws
In unified districts the total enrollment in grades
9-12 must be 3,500 pupils.
The State Board of Education sets minimum
standards. The standards shall include, in
addition to others, as the Board may establish,
a requirement that the assessed valuation shall be
an amount which, upon the levy of .a district
tax, when added to the available State financial
aid fOr Junior college education, will be deemed
adequate for a junior College in the proposed area.
(1957)



Criterion
Action for initiating a

college.

Vote of people

Survey

APPENDIX 75

CaliforniaContinued
Criteria in State Laws

2-year Petition by proposed district to State School
Board of Education, or recommendation of county
committee on school district organization ; or
by resolution of thelocal board in unified districts
with a pupil enrollment of 3,500 in grades 9-12.
Favorable to such establishment. (1959)

4 Conducted by State Superintendent of Public
Inst ruction. ( 1959 )

State agency approval The State Board of Education establishes mini-
mum standards for formation of junior college
districts. (1959)

Criteria in State Reguisti,ons

4

Enrollment

Assessed valuation

Sufficient to justify establishment (approxi-
mately 400).
No firm rule except in the unified district where
$100 million is recommended.

4Financial Evidence of ability to support.
Suriey With cooperation of State Department of

Education.
Community Based on willingness to vote for the formation

and to support the district.
Curricula Must include terminal program,

Criterion
School population

Assessed valuation__________

Action for initiating a ilreaV
college.

Vote of people

Colorado
In Colorado the junior college district consists
of complete first-, second-, or third-class public
school districts which may be all in one county,
or may be in two or more counties.

Criteria in State Laws
3,500 or more as determined by the latest school
census. (1937)
.0

$20 million or more at thq time of organization.
(1937)

Petition of 500 electors. (1937)

Majority of votes cast. (1937)
State agency approval State Board of Education must approve "area

for organization." (1937)

Criteria in State Regulation!,
Enrollment Sufficient to justify establishment (approxi-

mately 300).
Assessed valuation Recommended approximately $50-60,4nillion.
Financial ability..... Evidence of ability included in survey.

I IP
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u ColoradoContinued
Criterion Criteria in State Regulations

Survey In collaboration with State Department 'of
FAlucation.

Community interest Evidenced in survey.

Must not detract from other Stilted in regulations.
institutions.

Curricula Two-year training in arts and sciences and
humanities beyond 12th grade and vocational
education.

Connecticut
There are no public junior colleges in Connecticut.
The 1959 law makes possible public Junior
colleges in local districts.

Criterion Criteria in $tate Laws

Action for initiating a 27year Board of education of any town. (1950)

college.
Vote .of people Approval on referendum by a majority of the

electors. (1059)

State agency approval Stitt; Board o4 Education. (1950)
There are no Official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Delaware
There are no public, junior or community colleges
in Delaware.
There are no official published regtVions per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Florida
In Florida the 2-year college district is the county
unit which includes all public schools, kinder-
garten to junior college. Groups of counties
may cooperate to support a Junior college ; how-,

ever, the legal control remains in the county of

location.
Criterion Criteria in State Law

Action for initiating a 2-year County board of public instruetim must request
college. approval from State Board of Education. (1

as amended)

State agency approval Prior approval of the Sthte Boar& of Education
necessary. (1939, as amended)

Critiavia $tate Regulations
County unit districts are further designatV as
Priorities One, Two, or Three.

,



Criterion
Enrollment

Financial support

Survey

Other

Criterion,

High school average daily
attendance.

Action for initiating a 2-
year college.

Survey
State agency approval

Enrollment

APPENDIX 77

FloridaContiimed
Criteria in State Regulationt

Priorities One and Twonot less than 400 full-
time students ; Priority Three --not less than 200.

Local pledging of financial support for such col-
lege is necessary.,
County or counties request State superintendent
to authorize a survey to determine the local readi-
ness to support such a college and the feasibility
of the attendance area included.

When more than one county is considered, no
area should have a travel radius longer than 80
miles for commuting to And from an institution.
Growth potential should be high if the area is
near the lower limits of any of the criteria.

Georgia.

It Is possible under the laws a Georgia to
establish a local junior college; however, all
of the junior colleges in operation at the pres-
ent time are State Junior colleges under the
Regents of the University System of Georgia.

Criteria in State LCA08

3,500 in 80-mile radius.

By request to 'the Regents from the proper
political subdivision, after which criteria are
presented for a decision.
Yes.

The Board of Regents of the University Sys.
tem of Georgia has complete authority to ap-
prove or disapprove and prescribe menimum
standards for establishment of junior colleges.
(1958)

Criteria in State Regulation8
These regulations give the criteria under which
local junior colleges may be established accord-
ing to the 1958 law.
Minimum of 200 full -time equivalent daytime
students at beginning of first year, 800 at
beginning of second year, and 850 at beginning
of third year. (High schools within a 80-mile
radlui must have had an average of 800 white
graduates and an average daily attendance of
8,500 white students in grades 9-12 for 2 years
prior to date of application.)

Financial support........ rrom State (through Board of Regents).
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Criterion
GeorgiaContinued

Criteria in State Regulation8
Financial ability Potential subdivision must demonstrate ade-

. quate bonding and/or taxing ability to satis-
factorily discharge their financial obligations
to the Board of Regents without undue hardship.
Yes.

There must be clear- evidence that a majority
of the qualified voters of the political subdi-
visions applying are enthusiastically in favor of
the establishment.

trim other There must be evidence that operation of the
proposed junior college will not adversely affect
any other public or private institution of higher
education.
Political subdivisions must furnish a complete
school plant including site, buildings, grounds,
and equipment which will house the projected
enrollment for the fourth year of operation, but
for not less than 40() full-time equivalent students.
All curricular offerings must be of junior college
grade ; however, both college preparatory and
terminal curricula of 1 and 2 years may be offered.

with operating Bach applicant will deMonstrate a continuing
willingness to comply with operating policies
established by the Regents. (This applies only
when applying under an act of legislature. All
new colleges have come into existence through
constitutional powers of the Regents to estab-
lish new units.)

Survey
Community interest

Must not detract
institutions.

School plant

Curricula

Compliance
policies.

Criterion
School population
Assessed valuation

9

14.

Hawaii
There is no State legislation affecting junior
colleges in Hawaii.
There are no official published regulations per-'
taming to 2-year colleges.

Idaho
In Idaho the junior college district consists of
one or more school districts of one or more
counties having an aggregate high school enroll-
ment Miring the school year next preceding the
organization of such district of not less than
800 students.

Criteria in State Lam
( See above statement.)
(Junior College District) Not less than $10 mil-
lion as shown by the equalized assessment rolls
of real and personal property is the preceding
calendar year. (1939)
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IdaheContinued
Criteria in State Laws
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Action for initiating a 2-year Petition signed by not less than 300 qualified
college. electors residing in the district with not less than

100 petitioners from each high school district
(1939)

Vote of people Majority of votes cast. (1939)
State agency approval State Board of Education. (1939)

Criteria in State Regulations
Curricula Approval of State Board of Education

.

Criterion

Illinois
Prior to 1959, there were two types of districts
in which junior colleges might be established.
These were (1) districts of less than 500,000
population which were authorized to establish
a Junior college as part of the public school
system ; minimum population in school district
of 10,000where less than 10,000 one junior
college may be established in each county ; and
(2) joint junior college districts wherein two or
more districts may enter into a written agree-
ment for the establishment of Joint junior col-
leges. In 1959 the area Junior college district
was established which is described as being "con-
tiguous and compact" and which must contain no
part of a district now operating a 2-year college,
or must contain all of such districts.

Criteria in State Laws
Total population in the ( See above statement.) For area Junior col-

district. lege13--not less than 30,000, nor more than 500,000.
Assessed valuation Area Junior colleges--$75 million.
Action for initiating a 2-year By &e districtsubmitted to Superintendent of

Public Instruction. (1957) Area junioi col-
legepetition signed by 500 voters and containing
signatures of voters from three-fourths of high
school districts in described territory, must be
Sled with county superintendent of county in
which . greatest population of proposed territory
resides. *1..2

Vote of people Majoriff of voters voting. (1957) Area Junior
collegesmajorities in (1) corporate areas, total
of votes cast ; (2) unincorporated areas, total of
votes cast ; (3) total of votes east in each district

^mow operating a 2-year college.
Survey Including such considerations as enrollment, as-

sessed valuation, and needs in the area. (1957).,
State agency approval State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

college.
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Criterion
Enrollment

Financial support

Survey

Community interest

Proximity to other institu-
tions.

Ourricula

Compliance with
policies.

operating

Criterion\40P-
Total population in the dis-

trict.
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.

Vote of people

Survey

a

a

IllinoisContinued
Criteria in State Regulation!

Projection to show minimum of 200 in first full
year of operation.
Must show local ability to support through legal
tax rate plus State aid.
Local survey group in addition to county super-
intendentState Superintendent study.
State office will furnish no assistance to estab-
lish until clear evidence is shown of community
interest.
Survey must sliow no conflict between operation
of existing institutions and proposed 2-year
college.

Both transfer and terminal programs required
to extent that they meet community needs.
Required for recognition and reimbursement.

Indiana
There are no public junior or community colleges
in Indiana and no provision is made in the law
for the establishment or maintenance of such
colleges. Indiana and Purdue Universities
operate 2-year branches. Information concern-
ing official criteria for their establishment is
not available. Vincennes University, a 2-year
college, is operating under regulations of the
original charter of 1880.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Iowa
In Iowa a qualifled'school district maintaining
a 2-year college is identified as one containing
a population of 5,000 or more. .

Criteria in State Lato8
5,060 or more.

Application of local district board of education
to State Board of Public Instruction (through
State Superintendent).
Cannot be adopted unless the vote in favor of
the establishment is equal to at least 60 percent
of the total votes cast for and against it at a
given election. (1941)
Yee.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.



Criterion
Assessed valuation
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Kansas
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In Kansas junior colleges may be established in
cities of first or second class or by special
legislation.

Criteria in State Law8
Board of education of any city of first or second
class may levy a tax not exceeding two mills
on the dollar of the assessed valuation of the
city. Board of trustees of a county high school
may levy a tax not exceeding %o of a mill on
the dollar of the assessed valuation of the
county.
Local school board calls election.

Action for initiating a 2-year
college.

Vote of people

State agency approval

Criterion
Financial support_
Financial ability

Majority of the electors voting must favor such
an extension of the high school course of study.
State Board of Eklucation.

Criteria in Stat4 Regiskthiona
Yes, as a policy of the State Department
Evidence shownas a policy of the State Depart-
ment
Yes, as a policy of the State Department
Must offer college transfer program.

operating Yes. Reports to county superintendent and
State Superintendent.

Survey
Currirula
Compliancta with

policies.

Criterion

Kentucky
In Kentucky boards of education of cities of
the second class may 4113tablish or acquire by
lawful conveyance municipal junior colleges for
the purpose of promoting public education. The
University of Kentucky operates four 2-year
centers established on the basis of need in the
community, support, and the size of the area.

Criteria in State Law
Action for initiating a 2-year ( See Vote of people.)

college.
Vote of people Boards of education of school districts in counties

containing a city of the fourth class whether
the 1?oundary lines of the district are contiguous
with that of the city or not, are authorized to
establish or to acquire by purchase, gift, lease,
or by lawful conveyance Junior colleges for the
purpose of promoting public education. Such
colleges are supported by a tax levy which must
be passed by a majority of the voters.
There are no official published regulations per-
taping to 2year colleges.
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Criterion

Louisiana
In Louisiana there are no public junior colleges;
however, the law makes provision for establish-
ing junior colleges in districts comprising an
entire parish. Louisiana State University op-
erates a 2-year branch center at Chambers.
Legislation authorizes appropriations be made
for its expansion, from both the State general
fund and from funds derived from State mineral
leases.

Criteria in Stale Law"?

Action for initiating a 2-year On initiative of !wish (county) school boards.
college.

Vote Of people Majority in number of voters (property' tax-
payers only) and assessments voted, to levy up to
2 mills for 10 years.

State agency approval State Department of FAucation.

Criteria in ',Chile Regulation.
Other Must be in conjunction with State high school

and offer two years of standard college work
prescribed by State Department of Oducation.

Maine
There are no public junior or cnnimunity colleges
in Maine and no provision is made in the law for
the establishment and maintenance of such col-/ leges; however, any Junior college seeking au-
thority to grant an associate degree makes appli-
cation to the Secretary of State in a manner pre-
scribed by him. The Commissioner of Education
and the State Board of Education exercise joint
supervision.
There are no official published regulal,lons per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Maryland
In Maryland the qualified district is the county,
with the exception of the city of Baltimore. In
addition, there are three State teachers colleges
offering general 2-year prpgrams and a State
junior college located at. fit. Mary's City.

Criterion Criteria in State Law8
State agency -approval State Superintendent of Schools.

Criterion. Criteria in State Regulations
(In practice onlyno written regulations)

Enrollment Estimated on school enrollment and total
population.
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MarylandContinued
Criteria in State Regulation

Financial support. Evidence shown.
Survey _________ Yes, by State Department of Education.
Community interest Yes.
School Adequacy of high school plant on a 4-10 p.m.

basis.
Curricula Must offer at least one complete 2-year curricu-

lum, either terminal or transfer.
Compliance with operating Must comply with standards for approval of

policies. junior colleges approved by the State Board of
Education.

Massachusetts
In Massachusetts in 19443, two junior colleges
were established under special law. In 1959
legislation was passed authorizing the Board of
Regional Community Colleges to establish junior
colleges at their discretion. Junior colleges are
not to be established by cities or towns after Jan-
uary 1, 1959.

Criterion Criteria in State Law8
Action for initiating a 2-year ( See above statement.)

college.
State agency approval Massachusetts Board of Regional Community

Colleges determines need, develops and executes
overall plan to meet the need, chooses suitable
locations. (1959)

Criteria in State Regulation8
Community interest Continuance when established with local school'7 boards subject tdtermination on 6-months notice

by either party.

Michigan
There are four types of districts in Michigan in
which junior colleges may be established. These
include : (1) a qualiQed school district identified
as a first-, second-, or third-class or graded school
district having a population of more than 10,000
(1951) ; (2) a cooperating district wherein two
or more districts may Join together in establish-
ing and operating a community college, (where
10,000 population is not available, an affirmative
vote of the majority of electors present and voting
in each district concerned is required) , (1955);
(8) a joint county district comprising one or
more entire counties ; prior approval of State
Superintendent of Public Instructibn and State
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Michigan Continued
Board of Education necessary (1958) ; and (4)
the unified school districta community college
district which includes 2 or more school districts
operating grades K-12 (1959) . Formed by af-
firmative vote of electors in each district involved
subsequent to approval of Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction, with advice and coupsel of State
Board of Education ; (operated and controlled by
special board representing each of the school dis-
tricts involved.

Criterion Criteria in State Laws
Total population in the ( See above statements.)

district.
Action for initiating a 2-year Local board of education.

college.

Vote of people (See above statements.)
State agency approval t* State Board of Education. (1951)

Criteria in State Regulations
(Working Ot) licy of Superintendent of Public
Instruction)

Financial ability The needed local tax rate to be levied on the com-
munity college district for operation and capital
outlay should not extend the total tax rate in any
included tax unit beyond what is reasonable for,
property owners to pay.

Community interest Strong desire on the part of the citizens of the
proposed community college district for at least
a major part of the proposed community cojlege
program.

School plant Central facilities within commuting distance of
all citizens of the district for at least a major
part of the proposed program.

Minnesota
Minnesota has two types of districts wherein
junior colleges may be established. One is the
independent or special school district where a
school board or any independent or special school
district may make application to the State Board
of Education for establishing a junior college.
The State Board then surveys the need, ability,
and facilities of the district. If the State Board
of Education approves the application, the ques-
tion of establighment is presented to the voters of
the local district. ( See vote required.) The
other type of district is the cooperating district
wherein two or more school districts may co-
operatesame- general procedure as single
district.
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Minnescita--Continued
Criterion Criteria in State Eaws

Action for initiating a 2-year Loca4 board of education.
college.

Vote of people Two-thirds vote of the electors voting on the
propos&

Sn rvey Yes, (need, ability, and facilities) . (1941)
State agency approval State Board of Education.

Criteria in State Regulations
Minimum first year enrollment of .50; at least
150 students in 4th year.
Minimum of $3 million for districts free from
outstanding debt. In case of outstanding debt,
the assessed valuation shall be increased to such
an amount that a 10-mill tax on such valuation
will yield at least $30,000 in addition to all debt
service requirements.
At least $30,000 per year from resources a
district for maintenance and operation.
Yes, authorized by State Board of Education.
As evidenced by vote.
Operation and maintenance of junior college shall
in no way lessen the support for other units in
the school system.
The district shall provide sufficient space and
facilities for the vocational program.
The proposed curricula should be submitted to
the Commissioner of Education for approval.
Each applicant will signify a willingness to com-
ply with operating policies established by the
State Board of Education.

Enrollment

Assessed valuation

Financial ability

Survey
Community interest
Must not detract from other

institutions.

-- - - ----

School plant

Curricula

Compliance with operating
policies.-

Criterion
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.
State agency approval

Enrollment

Mississippi
In Mississippi qualified Junior college districts
are designated as such by the Junior College
Commission.

Criteria in State Laws
Jointly by county school board and board of
supervisors. (1950)
Junior College Oommission. (1950)

Criteria in State Regulations
There should be evidence that the enrollment
will be sufficient for an effective Junior college
program. Ilzperience has shotrn that there
should be not less than 200 regular full-time
*Meats for a minimum program, and at least
400 if a program is to be diversified. Long-term
population trends in the district should also be
considered.
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Criterion
Mississippi----Continued

Criteria in State Regulations
Assessed valuation Sufficient to guarantee an adequate program of

eddcation including buildings and maintenance
costs. Trends in valuation and population are
to be considered.

Community interest The people of the district should be willing to
support the junior college by attendance, by the
levying of sufficient taxes, and by the mainte-.
nanee of sound professional administration.

a.

Criterion
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.
State agency approval

Missouri
In Missouri a school distrifil whkh has a fully
accredited high school may provide for 2-year
college courses in such schoolssubject to the ap-
proval and supervision of the State Board of
Eklucation.

Criteria in State Laws
Local district board of education.

Mate Board of Education. (1927)
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Montana
In Montana qualified high school districts, in-

_

eluding county high school districts, having fully
accredited high schools, may establish and man-
tain a department of junior college work, in ac-
cordance with the laws. The establishment of
additional 2-year colleges is dependent on, and
an extension of, the fully accredited high' school.
Criteria pertinent to the accredited high school
have direct bearing on the establishment of a
department of jinior college work.

Criteria in State Laws
$3 million assessed taxable valuation of county
or school district (19C38)

Petition of not less than 25 percent of the quali-
fied voters of the school district concerned, or
request of local dititrict board, submitted to
State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
(1939)
Upon approval of petition by State Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction, county or district
board shall submit question to voters. Favorable
vote of majority of all qualified voters of the
county or district is required.

Criterion
Assessed valuation

Action for initiating a 2-year
college.

Vote of people



Criterion
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MontanaContinued
Criteria in State Laws

Survey State Superintendent, of Public Instruction may
require independent investigation if he deems
such advisable to determine desirability of grant-
ing said petition.

State agency approval_____._. State Superintendent of Public Instruction ap-
proves final application, and so informs State
Board of Education which shall finally approve or
disapprove of establishment of said department.

Other Adequate building space, library, and laboratory.
(1939)

There are no regulatory criteria beyond those
stipulated in the law.

Criterion

Nebraska
In Nebraska a junior .college district may be
organized and be coterminous with any school
district having a total' average daily attendance
of 200 (400 or more if not part of secondary
school system) or more pupils in high school
as shown by the commissioner's report of pre-

,

ceding year.

Criteria in State Law
Assessed valuation Not less than $5 million ($10 million if not part

of secondary school system-1955) as shown by
the last preceding equalization assesement roll,
(1931)

Action for initiating a 2-year Petition of 500 (10 percent, if not part of second-
g college. ary school system-1955) or more qualified

electors accompanied by signatures of majority
of the board of education of the school district.
(1931)

Vote of people Minimum of 55 percent of votes cast. (1931)
There are no official published regulations per-.
taming to 2-year colleges.

Nevada
The Univeisity of Nevada ( the entire system of
higher education in the State) has authority to
operate off-campus instructional centers. Less
than bachelor's degree programs are established
in close cooperation with the public schools and
the State Vocational Education Department. At
present, there are no public junior colleges.
There are no Official published regulations per-
taining to 2eyear colleges.
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Criterion'

New Hampshire
There are no public Junior or community colleges
In New Hampshire and no provision is made in
the law for the establishment of such colleges.
There are, however, two technical institutes of
junior college grade at Manchester and Ports-
mouth operated by the State Board of Sducation.
Information regarding criteria for their estab-
lishment is not available.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

New Jersey
At present, the general statutes governing public
school districts regulate how public junior college
programs may be established in New Jersey.
The one public junior college in the State is ad-
ministered as part of a city school system under
the general supervision of the State Board of
Education.

New Jersey has developed standards for apprais-
ing junior colleges but has not developed regula-
tions for establishing these institutions. A
formal application to the State Board of Educa-
tion is required of both local boards of education
and private corporations for a license to operate
a 2-year college.

New Mexico
In this State, a municipal or county board of
education joins with a parent State institution of
higher education to jointly sponsor the com-
munity college program.

Criteria in State Laws
Action for initiating a 2-year By municipal or county board of education seek-

college. ing an agreement with a parent higher institu-
tion for joint sponsorship of a community college.
(1957)

Survey By municipal or couilty board of education fol-
lowing a determination of need ; an agreement Is
to be reached between the board and the Board
of Regents of the parent higher education insti-

.

baton. (1957)
State agency State Board of Education's approval. (1957)

There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.



Criterion
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.
Vote of people.....

State agency approval....

Enrollment

Assessed valuation

Survey I
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New .York
A community college district in New York is thecooperating district wherein community collegesmay be established by any local sponsor or combi-nation of sponsors (city, cpunty, intermediateschool district, or school district) on approvalof State University's Board of Trustees.

Criteria in State Laws
Action by official agency representing the sponsor-ing district or political subdivision.
Proposal may be submitted to a referendum ata general election when the plan for establish-ment is formulated by a county board of super-visors and approved by the Trustees of the StateUniversity (majority of votes necessary).(1967) Note: County is only sponsoring agencywhich may go to a referendum.

Trustees of the State University. (1948)
Criteria in State Regulations

There should be at least 500 full-time potentialstudents in any given year living within a 25-mile commuting distance:
There should be a favorable ratio between thevalue of property in the sponsoring agency'sarea and the capital and operating costa of thecollege.
Plan required by State University.
Local business and industry should be able toprovide appropriate and continued employmentopportunities to graduates unless the college isto offer liberal arts and science programs only.Must be considered in 'plan.

Community interest........
Proximity to other institu-

tions.
School plant_

Curricula

Criterion
Actiop for initiating a 2year

college.
Vote of people

State agency approval....
610660 0-00-g--7

Preliminary plans and specifications must be ap-proved by State University.
Approloed by Board of Trustees of State Uni-versity.

North Carolina
The district for year colleges in North Caro-lina it the county or Independent city.

Criteria in State Laws
Petition of county board of education to Boardof Higher Education. (1957)
Yes, to auth9rise an annual tax levy which mustbe done foi financing operations.
Board of Higher Education.

1.
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North CarolinaContinued
Criteria in State Regukitionag

Enrollment immediate-300; potential-600 (de facto).

North Dakota
In North Dakota the qualified school''Clistrict
comprises any city having a population of more
than 5,000establishment of junior college to
be in conjunction with the high school.

Criterion Criteria in State Law
Total poptIlption in the (wee above statement )

district.
Action for initiating a 2-year Loft' board of education.

college.

Vote of people Two-thirdp vote of the electors. (1931)
There are no officitil published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Ohio
a

There are no public Junior colleges in Ohio and
no provisions are made in the law for the estab-
lishment or maintenance of such colleges. Each
of the State universities in Ohio operates branch
centers, as do somo of the private institutions.
Generally, these centers are established only on
invitation of local authorities and are geo-
graphically restricted to their own areas.
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Oklahoma
In Oklahoma there are both State and municipal
junior colleges. There are seven State-owned
Junior colleges. The State Legislature is re-

/ sponsible for the establishment of any State-
supported institutions of higher learning. For
all State-owned colleges, the criteria of the North
Central Association of College and Secondary
Schools are tined for accreditation purposes.

Criterion Criteria in State Laws
Action for initiating a 2-year Local boards of education authorized to mtablish

college. and operate junior colleges. (1049.)

Criteria in State *Regulations
Enrollment No junior college work should be offered with

fewer than 25 regularly welled students for the
1-year program and 40 for the 2-year program.



C;iterion
Financial support_

School plant_

Curricula MIO IMO MN. w ......... e

Criterion
School population_ ....

Assessed valuation
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OklahomaContiousil--
Criteria in State Regulations

Annual income should be sufficient to provide
adequately for maintaining standards without
appropriation funds needed for elementary and
secondary school support.
Adequate library service and sufficient laboratory
apparatus, equipment, and supplies.
Should be organized and administered so as to
achieve as nearly as possible the philosophy and
objectives developed by the local college
authorities.

Oregoo

In Oregon the area education center is the 2-year
college district The district is considered
qualified when other criteria are met, or if it
has a population of more than 100,000.

Criteria in State Laws
At least 1,000 resident pupils in grades 9-11
(1959)

True cash value of the taxable property in the
district of at least $75 million. (1959)

Action for initiating a 2-year Petition of at least 10 percent or 500 of the
college. registered voters of a contiguous county desiring

to form an area education district. (1959)
Vote of people Yes, for formation of area education districts.

(1960)
State agency approval State Board of Education has final approval.

(1959)
Other Available building space, well-chosen library,

and suitable laboratory and shop space. (1959)
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges. 4

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania/hits no State enabling legislation
authorizing public 2-year colleges. Pennsylvania
State University, Temple University, and the
University of Pittsburgh operate 2-year branch
centers. The Pennsylvania, State University
has set minimum requirements for the establish-
ment of a campus in the Commonwealth OamPlus.
System of the University. These requirements
include a qualified resident faculty, library and
other research facilities, adequate program, site
and structures, and a program of student person-
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JO,

Criterion
Total population in the

district
Accessed value non_
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.
Vote of people

Other

Pennsylvania Continued
nel services. Hershey Junior College is' a quasi-
public 2-year college. 0

Regulations are contained In a policy statement
issued by the State 'Department to act as.a guide
for sponsoring agencies. In determining need and
support.

Rhode Island
There are no public or community colleges in
Rhode Island. Provision is mnde in the 1iX59
law directing the Board of Trustees of State
Colleges to survey the need for and report pro-
posals for establishment of 2-year community
colleges looking toward the establishtnent of such
schools as part of a unified system of higher
education. under the jurisdiction of the Board
of Trustees of State Colleges.
There are no official published regulations
pertaining to 2-year colleges.

South Carolina
There are no public 2-year colleges in South
Catolina ; however, the law' provides for the
establishment of junior colleges in independent
or special school districts.

Criteria in State Lattii
See Vote of people. (1935)

Must exceed $1 million. (1935)
See Vote of people. (1935)

o

Three-fourths vote of an independent or special
school district will authorize establishment by
school board, while the majority cif the electors
of a school district whose limits are coexten-
sive with the limits of any city of 5,000 or more
will authorize establishment. (1935)
Available building space, well-chosen library,
and suitable laboratory space and equipment
(1935)
There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

South Dakota
there are no public Junior or community col-
leges in South Dakota and no provision is made
in the law for such colleges.
There are no official published regulations per-
-taining to year college&
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Criterion
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Tennessee
There are no public junior or community col-
leges in Tennessee, nor is there legislation pro-
riding for such institutions.
There are no officiil published regulations per-
taining to 2-yeartolleges.

Texas
In Texas there are two types of 2-year college
districtsthe independent and union (or
county).

Criteria in State Laws
School population___ ..... So. ID Independent Junior college district-400 en-

. rolled in upper 4 grades (alternative: 300 in
a growing community) . Union junior college
district-400 enrolled in upper 4 grades with
7,000 scholastic enrollment (alternative : 400
plus 5,000 scholastic enrollment) . (1947)

Assessed valuation__________ Independent junior college districtminimum of
$12 million (alteynative: $20 million in a grow-

..

lug community) . Union jublor college district
$9% million (alternative: same) . (1947)

Action for initiating a 2-year Petition by 5 percent of the voters of the areacollege. (10 percent for union district). Approval by
local board (for independent district) and county
board (union district) followed by State Board
of Education.

Vote of people-A....... Majority favoring proposal.

Criteria in State Regulation.
Enrollment Evidence of potential minimums enrollment of

200 full-time st4dent equivalent by the beginning4

of the second year of operation.
Financial Evidence of $100,000 as minimum taxable wee'lli

and/or other community resources.
Survey ........... By team composed of three State Board members.

three Junior college presidents, three business-
men, and the Texas Education Agency.

Community interest_-_______ Must be determined.
Proximity to other institn- In general, no jtuilor college district shall betions. created where the college site is within 50 miles

of the site of another public junior college.

Utah.
In Utah two of the three existing public 2-year
colleges are branches of State universities. The
third is a State junior college. Specific action
by thee legislature following study and nem-
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UtiihContinued
mendation by theseordinating Council of Higher
Education is needed to establish a 2-year college.
There are no regulations as such. However, in-
formation pertaining to such regulatory criteria
as community interest, school plant, curricula,
and compliance with operating policies is con-
tained in specific acts establishing 2-year insti-
tutions under the State Board of Education or
one of the State universities.

Vermont

There are no public junior or community col-
leges in Vermont, and no provision is made in
the law for the establishment and maintenance
of such colleges.

There are no official published regulations per-
taining to 2-year colleges.

Virginia
Provision is made 'for the establishment of new
colleges and college programs in the law creating
the State Council for Higher FAucatiqn which
provides that "no State institution of higher
learning shall establish any additional branch
or division or extension without first `,,referring
the matter to. the Council foi its information,
consideration, and recommendation and without
specific approval by the General Asses:6131y of the
location and type of such branch or division;
provided, that this section shall not apply to any
branch or division for which funds are specifi-
cally appropriated at the regular session of
the General Assembly in 1956." The University
of Virginia, Virginia Paytechnie Institute, the
College of William and Mary, and Virginia State
College have established 2-year branch colleges.
Information concerning official criteria for their
establishment is not available.

Criterion .Criteria in State Regulations

School plant_ Shall provide for physical safety, health, and
efficient instruction ;( library facilities needed to
make the institution's program effective; equip-
ped laboratories and shops.

Curricula Siould contain the subject matter offerings Im-
plied by its statement of objectives.



Criterion
Action for initiating a 2-year

college.

State agency approval....

Other

Enrollment

Survey

Compliance with
policies.

.1%
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Washington
Any unified or union school district may add 2
years of vocational or general education to the
usual 12-year course of common /school education.

Criteria in State Laws
100 qualified voters or the local board of educa-
tion. (1941)
State Board of Education and the State Board
for Vocational Education. (1941) (1945)
A 2-year college may not be established' in the
same county where another higher education
institution is located.

Criteria in State Regulations
In 1941, State Board refused to accept Everett
as a Junior college 'until it had 100 full -time stu-
dents. In 1948, Clark was closed down when it
dropped under 100.
In 1956, the State Board required a local study
for Tri-010. Regional surveys now initiated by
State Board for all potential community college
are e&

Subject to State Board regulati onsubmission
of required reports.

West Virginia
There is no law as such for establishing Junior
colleges ; however, the legislature may initiate
action for establishing junior colleges. Potomac
State Oollege is a junior college closely affiliated
with West Virginia University but independent
in support and administration (removes direct
appropriation from the legislature).
There are no official published regulations per
taining to 2-year colleges.

Wisconsin
There are no public junior or community colleges
in Wisconsin. The University of Wisconsin
operates 2-year branch centers, and there are
21 county and 2 joint-county normal schools
which provide 2-year programs, Information
concerning official criteria for the establishment
of these institutions is not available. The
Milwaukee Board of Vocational and Adult
Education operates a comprehensive community
college program which his been approved by the
State Board of Vocational and Adult Education.
There are no official published regulations per

to 2-year colleges.
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Wyoming
In Wyoming there are two trpes of districts--
the high school district and th community college
district. The board of trvistees of any high
school district may establish a Junior college;
the community college district, which may be a
subdivision of a county or counties, or parts of
several counties, may establish and maintain a
community college.

Criterion. Criteria in State Laws
School population Community college districtnot less than 700

pupils regularly enrolled in grades 9-12. (1951)
No requirement for high school district.

Assessed valuation Community college district not less than $20
million. (1951) No requirement for high school
district.

Action for initiating a 2- Community college districtby 25 percent of
year college. electors or by 500 electors, whichever is smaller.

(1951) High school districtby board of trus-
tees of any school district or high school district
maintaining a 4-year high school. (1945)

Vote of people Community college districtfavorable elections
(1941) (majority of property owners and ma-
jority of non-property owners both) . High
school districtto levy special school or high
school district tax for purposes of the act,
majority vote of electors of district (1945)
There are no official published regulations per-
taming to 2-year colleges.
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Interview Form on Criteria for Establishing
or Continuing 2-Year Colleges

Name of person
Title
Name of agency
Type of College :

interviewed

represented
Private
Public

Type of Control
Type of Control

Type of Organisation : Junior College Technical Institute
Extension Center Other

Other than from student fees, major source of income
Percentage to which support for college is received from : Student

Pees Local Public Funds State Funds.
Gifts and Donations Other Sources

College is approve& or accredited. by
Is there any means of coordinating this college with other higher institutions
in the State? Is there an agency for this purpose?

Is a study required before initiating a new college? Yes No
By whom? Factors
considered

Ii there a written statement of policy regarding criteria for establishing or
continuing this college? Yes______No _Available now
Will be forwarded

If no written policy has been prepared, what do you believe the policy
is or should be as related to :

A Marone:lent : How Measured.......

IMO Oa OM* age

goo MIN

B Accessibility to students
0 Support_ Other than from student fees,

how much.. Whipre from.
D Proximity to other

institutions_..__4

I Population within 25 Number of high school
graduates within 25 miles.

P Assessed valuation of property in district, town, or city where
college is located
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G Available buildings for use temporarily
H Attitude of community toward higher education_____
I Extent to which needs of student clientele are not being met

.111. MD ON IMI ................... ........ ...... 410

J Other factors

WOuld you be willing to expand______verify a report on your agency
to be included in this study?
Would you like a copy of thie study when completed? Yee No

a
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